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Liddy enthralls Colby

Liddy
protest

G. .Gordon Liddy's appearaun.ee
at Colby did not go without protest.
"I was approached by people from
both sides,'' said Sue Perry, Chairman of the Cultural Life Committee which spoasored tiddy's
speech, "there were people who
were very pro—-Liddy and others
who were very anti—Liddy.*'
According to Perry, some of the
controversy started with faculty
members "who experienced him at
arl age when they wereable to,,orm
opifttons. Then, later, students
began to approach me, as well,"
she said.
Sonne protesting students, met
people going to the speech at the
door to the gym, handing out pieces
of papers with a message labeled
'*A Message From Concerned
Students." In pan, the text read:
"Liddy 's record as a pyblic servant and governmentofficial is, at
best, shameful .• Yet Colby's
Cultural Life comanitfeethought he
would be a worthwhile speaker and
has paid him &4QQ0 to address the
¦student body. One must wonder
what sort of contribution a convicted criminal can make to the
cultural/mtelfectuaj environment of
our college. Liddy's refusal to talk
daring the Watergate hearings was
at the expense of justice; his recent
willingness to speak out is at our ex*
pense. We should be embarrassed."
. "Actually," said Perry , "I
thought the controversy was* pretty tame. 1 almost expected more
controversy^" The goal of the
Cultural Ufe committee, she
^ bring a variety of
pointed out, is to
viewpoints to the campus, rather
than avoiding controversy.
"1 was glad people thought
enough about the issue to talk
about it,'* she said. ,

by NASH ROBBINS

G. Gordon Liddy, the man who planned the Watergate
break-in , introduced about 12O0 people to his own version
of life two weeks ago. Using examples ranging from nuclear
"weapons to social security , Liddy tried to convince his audience that all is not as people wish , or think it is.
"The vast majority of fellow citizens lead lives of illusion ," he said as he began his talk. "They are unable to
see, or they turn away... the symptoms are all around you."
"The world is not Waterville. The world is not Bel Aire.
The world is the South Bronx at 2:30 a.m., " he said.
America has the choice of being a little old lady with a
"bulging pocket book" trying to cross the street , or a young
football player with an M-l6 trying to cross the same street.
"I'm going to go into these illusions and—guess what?
-disillusion you ," he said.
_^ He claimed , for instance, that the issue of a draft has
X
nothing to do with politics. Instead , he argued , it is purely
j z:
<D arithmetical; the supply of 18 year olds in this country is
CO
>-. decreasing by three percent per year. To keep its all___>
o
o volunteer forces in the year 20O0 at the same level they are
___. now, the army will have to recruit 55 percent of all available
O
6 males not in college, an unlikely prospect.
THE ILLUSION OF PARITY
Another "major illusion" he attacked was the "belief that
America and the Soviet Union enj oy rough military pariCG
Q>

L_J

G. Go rdon Liddy

ty. That is nonsense," he said. Leaving out NATO and Warsaw Pact forces from his numbers as being too likely to
follow their own best interests in a war , he made several
comparisons:
--The U.S. Army has 20 divisions, with about 13,000 tanks.
The U.S.S.R., he said , has 194 divisions just for deployment , noi counting those kept in the country to keep control. This includes 50 ,000 tanks.
-The U.S. Navy has 543 ships. The U.S.S.R. has 653, not
counting minor boats like mine sweepers.
-The U.S. Air Force has 6000 planes, the U.S.S.R., 9500.
-America has, altogether , 1600 nuclear missies, the Sov iet
Union 3239. Liddy discounted America 's B-52s, saying they
would be shot down before reaching their targets. He claimed that submarines can be spotted by Soviet satellites.
.- Another factor is simply age, he said. 75 percent of
America 's equipment is 15 years old or older , while 15 percent of the Soviet Union 's hardware is "five years new or
newer."
The C.I.A., too, is crippled , because the Freedom of Information Act allows anyone access to sources of information. Fifteen friendly nations have denied us information
because they do not want to imperil their sources, he said.
He also defended covert activities. "Without a covert
branch , you have two choices when something happens
Continued on page 5

P arty , liquor policy set
by NASH ROBBINS
After long consultations with state liquor inspectors , Col-

by 's administration has formed an alcohol and party policy

which , if followed , will ease the danger of being arrested
for an infraction caused by a party.
The key, according to Jim Peacock , Director of Student
Activities , is control. "Uncontrolled parties just can 't go
on—it 's just asking for trouble ," he said.
Liquor inspectors will be on campus twice more this year ,
because of licenses held by the Spa and by Colby 's food
service. "If they see some other place that 's not in control ,
they have to investigate. That 's how the party last year was
busted: they came on campus and saw it was out of control ," he said.
NO MONEY AT DOOR
The second major concern is tha t no money be exchanged at the door, and that no tickets be used to get into a party.
A guest list kept by someone at the door to check on people coming in may be used , however. The main difference
A "jitney to the polls" has been between the two , said Peacoc k , returns to the problem of
organized by The Women 's Grou p and control. "Tickets can go off campus , anyone can get ahold
Safety and Security to transport of them. If you have a guest list , you know who's coming. "
It is important to limit parties to Colby students and their
students to and from KVVTI on Election Day. Students who live on cam- guests , he said, because liquor inspectors will also investigate
pus and are registered to vote in Maine , complaints. If someone from Waterville complains that their
should vote at KVVTI , on Mayflower
Hill Drive. Off-campus students may
live in a different district and would
therefore vote elsewhere. The jitney
will run between 9:00 and 4:30 p.m. on
Election Day, and will make KVVTI
a stop on its normal route starting at
5:30 p.m.
The polls in Maine will be open from
7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. on Tuesday,
Nov. 6. Students who arc not registered
may do so up to and including Election Day al the Town Hall (The Watcrville Opera House). Voter registration
will take place between 8:00 a.m. and
2:00 p.m. every clay until Tuesday and
all clay Tuesday.

child was at a Colby party, or if a Waterville teenager is
arrested while driving home from a party, Colby will be
blamed , he said. "That 's why you have to limit it to Colby. Nobody will complain. "
Furthermore , he said , if there is an accident involving a
guest at a party, lawsuits are sure to follow. "The host , the
HR , the Commons President , the Deans, the President and
the Vice-President-the whole college can be sued ."
"We don 't want to scare people away from parties. That 's
why we have guidelines , to tell people how to reduce risks
as much as possible. "
HOW TO SCHEDULE
Ways of organizing social activities in order to reduce
the risk of running into trouble include:
(1) An individual or group taking money chipped in for
s
refreshments;
(2) Collecting general social fees in advance from halls ,
commons , or some other groups;
(3) Collecting money for specifi c events at dining halls ,
in Roberts , or other areas approved by Peacock;
(4) BYOB, which is acceptable for groups of less than
50, although Peacock may make exceptions;
(5) Catering, where parties may have an open bar with
a cover charge at the door or drinks sold individually.
Funds may be collected at the door if there is entertainContinued on page 10

The rowin g cl ub made q ui t e a
splash at t he Head of t he
Charles Regatta (right).

National
liquor
problems

- "One misconception a lot of people have is that Colby decided to
crack down on frats and alcohol at
the same time. Actually, o ver t he
last five to eight years, the entire
country has been cracking down on
alcohol abuse," said Director of
Student Activities, Jim Peacock.
Maine, he said, is no different
from most of the states which are
enacting legislation mandating
heavy fines or .prison sentences for
drunk drivers.
Furthermore, the Little Dram
Act makes the host legally responsible for guests at a party. "You
can be sued if somebody dies
because he was drinking at your
party .No matter how old you are,
or if the party was BYOB, you can
be sued," he said.
According to an article in the
Oct. 29 issue of NEWSWEEK , colleges across the nation are facing
similar problems, asking students to
register parties with deans' offices ,
briefing would-be hosts on state
regulations, and , in some cases,
even requiring host organizations to
monitor alcohol consumption ,
often by planting undercover agents
among the guests.
This new attitude toward drinking has not gone unprotested. Last
April, according to the article, 1500
Notre Dame students occupied the
Mnin Building in response to what
they saw as creeping prohibition;
hundreds of Un iversity of Wisconsin students protested in that state 's
eapitftl; and Southern Methodist
University students recently started
u ' ;drink-in. "
Most serious, however, wns a riot
which erupted during a*protcst by
Contlnuod on page 9
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Vote for Reagan

by PETER MARCHES!

Four years ago, our nation faced the greatest challenge
in our post-war history. Our nation 's defenses were
dangerously weak. We had suffered humiliation in Iran ,
lost respect of nations around the globe, and failed to thwart
various threats to our principles of freedom and democracy.
Our nation lacked leadership. Our elected officials failed to trust in the courage and character of Americans, attributing our problems to a national "malaise."
Years of government overspending and overtaxing had
left our economy in ruins. In the last half of the 1970's taxes
doubled; yet, federal spending increased even more. Inflation rose to over 12 percent in 1980. Interest rates were over
21 percent. Productivity, industrial production , and
workers' earnings were down. The only things going up were
prices, unemployment, taxes, and the size of the
government.
Ronald Reagan and the Republicans offered the American
people an alternative. We have come a long way. We have
a new confidence in our leaders, our institutions, and in
ourselves.
In 1981 President Reagan offered a plan for economic
recovery and it has worked . Real after tax income is up.
Interest rates have been cut in half. New homes are being
built and sold. Consumer spending is rising.
Over six million Americans found j obs last year, the
greatest employment gain in 33 years.
President Reagan 's program also conquered inflation the cruelest tax of all. That crippling, double digit inflation rate has been cut to 3.8 percent. President Reagan also

redirected a broad range of social services to those
Americans truly in need. America is also back as a world leader. Under President
Reagan's leadership, we have rebuilt our national defenses
and gained respect among nations with a firm, coherent
foreign policy. The national security has been strengthened and America has regained its standing as the leading advocate of peace and freedom in .the world.
President Reagan has challenged us to move forward
again, to unite behind three great goals to keep America
free , secure and at peace in the 1980's. First, ensure steady
economic growth, continuing to provide tax relief. Second,
strengthen our traditional values , promoting a renaissance
in the traditional values of faith , family, work, and community. Build a meaningful, lasting peace, with substantial reductions in nuclear weapons through genuine
diplomatic efforts.
The choice is clear. We,can return to the failed policies
of the past. Or we can move forward together with President Reagan 's leadership to build a future in which peace,
freedom , and prosperity abound , not only for all
Americans, but for all people.
As.President Reagan has said "We know the tide of the
future is a freedom tide, and that America's new strength
and sense of purpose will carry hope and opportunity far
from our shores. After all our struggles to restore America,
to revive confidence in our country , hope for our future ,
after all our hard work victories earned through the patience
and courage of every citizen, we cannot, must not, and will
not turn back . We will finish our job. "

Vote for Mondale
by MICHAEL HEEL
and CHRISTINA EMOND

One week from now the excitement will have subsided,
the cheering and groaning will be over, and America will
have either a new president or a very old one.
For those who know us, our support for Walter Mondale should come as no surprise. We consider ourselves to
be dedicated Democrats, and have more*than made these
views clear to others.
- This year's campaign makes the largest divergence of
views between presidential candidates since the 1964 election contest between Johnson and Goldwater. On page three
is a sample of issues with the candidates' stands, illustrating
graphically the differences between the candidates;
Just look at the record. Differentiating between the two
candidates is not difficult. What the voters must now do
is prioritize the issues, and choose between short term and
long term goals.
If you are only concerned with the short run, then Reagan
is your man. Choose an issue. The Reagan administration
has cleaned up chemical dumps at a rate of only 1.5 per
year—that's a total of six in his entire tenure as president.
Troops in Lebanon made the Middle East seem more stable,
until repeated terrorist bombings cost the United States the
lives of soldiers who were carelessly and unnecessarily
endaneered.
The president's build-up of the military has given the nation a feeling of security and strength , yet nuclear war is
no less likely under Ronald Reagan than under any of his
predecessors. The tax cut administrated by the present administration has saved some Americans a few dollars (and
some a lot), but he's also contributed to the rampantly flowing deficit , and has given a few others a disproportionate
economic gain at the expense of lower and middle income
individuals. We expect more from our government.
The program presented to us by Walter Mondale addresses most of our major concerns. Mondale has pledged

Third Floor

to "clean up" the EPA and those chemical dumps left untouched by the Reagan administration—and there are a lot
of them. He has proposed a modest but responsible increase
in the military—a three to four percent increase vs. Reagan's
7.5 percent increase.
The responsible use of force has been his campaign's
theme, as he will neither continue the arms race nor deploy
troops flagrantly. His proposed increasein taxes is a recognition of the growing need to curb the ever-increasing deficit
while maintaining federal programs under which both middle and lower income individuals depend. As with the
Reagan tax cut, the Mondale tax increase changes individual's income by a few dollars; unlike the Reagan tax
cut, Mondale's plan asks upper class individuals to sacrifice
a greater percentage of income than lower class individuals.
All of these plans constructively deal with contemporary
problems of both the present and the future.
We could go on, but as we said, the issue at hand is not
identifying differences, but considering priorities. Simply
stated, we believe a halt in the arms race now is more important than a facade of strength; that pennies in our pocket
now are less important than dollars that could be lost in
the future; that corporations can operate efficiently and still
avoid dumping hazardous chemicals and causing harmful
acid rain; that national security and peace can be achieved
without a shot fired or a life lost. Walter Mondale said in
the second debate that "a president must know these
things." Ronald Reagan doesn't appear to know these
things.
Ronald Reagan is not against a clean environment , a
balanced budget and healthy economy, benefits for the
underprivileged, peace for the world, or equality for women.
He is simply not as much for them as he should be, nor
is he using the best approaches—those of short and long
term—to solve these problems. We are voting for Walter
Mondale because we agree with his priorities, and his approaches to the nation 's challenges. Whether you agree or
disagree, please vote on November 6;

The Donkey and
by LIZ STEWART

Despite the fact that Mondale has an
uphill battle ahead of him , and only a
little over a week to fight it, he remains
optimistic- Mondale discredits the accuracy of the political polls, despite
warnings of defeat from his campaign
manager James Johnson. He exclaimed at a rally in San Jose, "We're going to surprise them," and win.
Aids say that Morale's calm, optimistic disposition is a reflection of
comfort with his campaign message.
Mondale claims that his crowds are
larger and more enthusiastic than ever.He does not rely on the. polls, but the
people. "We're not taking you for

granted, because polls don 't vote, people vote," he said. Mondale implied
that Reagan did take the voters for'
granted , and that maybe they will not
be there when he really needs them.
Mondale continued to hit on the
issue of fairness. He said that 9/10 of
Americans will do better under him,
because 9/10 of Americans represent
the average American.He claimed lie
will fix taxes so that they do not burden
the average American, and that the
deficit will therefore decrease. '
Mondale chided Reagan on his lack
of , acknowledgement of the Beirut
Crisis.' Reagan celebrated the anniversary of the Grenada invasion, yet "no
Continued on page 9

The Elephant

President Reagan, having apparently
defeated the age issue in the October
21st debate, now spends his time reinforcing his beliefs rather than fighting
a battle. The polls indicate a strong
lead for the president, and he concentrates on the issues of strength and prosperity which gave him this lead.
Reagan told a group of Jews in a
North Woodmere , New York
synagogue that sending the marines to
Lebanon was necessary to prevent a
possible Holocaust. He said that the

Democrats were soft on anti-Semitism
and that the memory of Hitler 's
Nazism is one that should be "impressed on those who question why we went
on a peacekeeping mission to
Lebanon." In an effort to keep peace
and to carry oufa "fundamental moral
obligation " to prevent a Holocaust,
U.S. Marines were committed to
Lebanon - as part of a multinational
force requested by the Lebanese
government, he noted.

by KAREN BUCKLEY

the next four years, or what the
challenger would do."
Professor Chip Hauss feels President Reagan will "win hy a lot."
Hauss focused on two reasons for this.
First, Hauss, like Lewis, believes people are becoming more conservative.
Secondly, American people perceive
Reagan's strength "as really being a
man. " Hauss believes Reagan 's
strength in style allows him to either
confuse or mislead on issues, or to
cover up his own weaknesses on issues.
Hauss also feels the risk of nuclear war
under Reagan "will increase to perhaps
one in four as opposed to maybe one
in ten under Mondale."
Professor Mavrinac feels that
Reagan wilL win because "the
Continued on page 9

Prof essors' p icks
in p olitics

With the election only a iev/ days
away, some members of the government department have definite ideas
about what the outcome will be.
According to Professor Sandy
Maisel, "Reagan will win handily. "
Maisel feels that the question at stake
is how many states Mondale will win ,
which will depend on whether or not
he can keep up the momentum of his
campaign. If Reagan's win is in the 60
percent plus range, Maisel believes the
RepubUcans could pick up more than
25 seats in Congress. This, he feels, is
the cut off in the Republicans winning
a landslide in Congress. Although
Maisel feels the public agreees more
with Mondale on issues, they will still
reelect Reagan. ""Voting is being
reversed from issue voting to image
voting, " says Maisel.
Professor Jeremy Lewis also' feels
Reagan will be reelected by a "substantial amount." Lewis believes American
vot ers are, more conservative than they
used to be. Also, because of the upwar d econom ic t ren d, America will
reelect Reagan. Lewis also feels the
weakness of the campaign lies in the
fact that "we don 't know what the
President is committed to in policy in

Continued on page 10

Founded in 1877, the Echo is
published weekly except during vaca- *,
tion and exam period by the students ;.
of Colby College.
All correspondence should be addressedto the Editor, Colby ECHO,Colby College, Waterville , ME
04901 .Subscriptions arc available at
$12 per school year.
Postmaster: Send address
changes to The Colby Echo, Colby
College, Waterville , ME 04901.
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ith record numbers of students registering to vote
across the country, students will have an unprecedented
W opportunity to shape our nation's course on such issues
as arms control, foreign policy, the economy, and others on
November 6th, Election Day.
As a service to student voterSj the National Student Campaign for VoterRegistration offers this guide to the positions
of the Democratic and Republican candidates for President,
Walter Mondale and Ronald Reagan.

ARMS CONTROL

¦' REAQA^
NO

MQHPfflrB
YES

Nuclear freeze*
"Star Wars"
program.
MX missile.
Bl bomber.;
Increase in defense spending.

CWIL RIGHTS
Equal Rights
Amendment.
Equal pay for
work of comparable worth.
Constitutional
amendment to

YES

NO

YES
YES
7.5%

NO
NO
3-4%

CENTRAL AMERI CA
U.S. Aid

NO

Cara8Uan
¦
^iic

-

"
??•
U.S.
Aid to
El Salvador.
"Contadora
process" for

action.

REAGAN

I

YES

v
Tie +to uhuman
rights.
YES

Votin8 Ri8hts

Act of 1981.

YES
VBC

negotiated

settlement*
U.S. military
in Central
America.
Mining of
Nicaraguan
harbors.

Remove all
foreign forces.

YES in
Honduras.

NO

YES

¦
¦
THE
ECONOMY
wwi ¦
B-fa _ft*_*r*#.m

MONDA1E

How to cut
federal deficits,

Balanced
Budget
Amendment.
Jobs for youth.

NO
Targetted
training
programs.

Supports
subminimum
wage.

Signed after
initial
opposit ion
NO

_,. ftlQNPAW ' .
YES

REAGAN

NO

YES

toxic exposure
victims.
Thx hazardous
waste generators.

No position.

- . ..
VTNo position.

YES

No position-

HIGHER EDUCATION

"=£'
revenue, cut
spending.
YES

Opposes
quotas.

us waste f uP erfund - V17C
?Compensate
YES

Strong
economic

_££2.

Calls for
"verifiable
~
^entT"
Supported.
YES

Pollution controls to reduce
acid rain.
Increase funding for hazard-

MtiNPALE

Federal student loans,
grants, other aid.
Abolish
Department of
Education.

NO

YES

THE
ENVIRONMENT
--—-__-—-—_-—-———

REAGAN

_.
Tax reform ,
cut military

»

NO

Busing to integrate schools,

Wavering.

REAGAN
NO

YES

"

Affirmative

MONDALE

MONDA T.F
YES

Will
strengthen.

REAGAN

i

Cut in 1981.

NO

YES

Sources: Congressional Quarterly, 1984 Democratic National Platform, 1984
Republican National Platform, The Washington Post.
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Trustee
Report

TOM FERRIS
"Give every Freshman a car , and
¦

• ',

$i ,ooa

LISA MONEVICZ
''There should be more things going
on on the weekends. It is unrealistic to
have only one all-campus party a night.
They shouldn 't close parties at exactly 12 midnight or.l :00. People should
try to organize more activities in Maine
itself—such as trips to Acadia. As it is
now, 1 feel as though I'm in high
school because parties end early and
security guards are ever present. "

How do you
feel social life
at Colby could
be improved?

¦

CLAIRE ROULLEAUX
"When I think about what is done
on French campuses for social li fe, I
would say that almost nothing is done.
So now when you are asking me what
could be the improvements here at Colby I .find that students here have
already so much , that as far as I am
concerned 1 am fully satisfied with
what is offered here, There are" even
sometimes when I find there is too
much going or. on campus at the same
time! But now my next question is: Are
the students here aware of everything
they have? Do they take advantage of
it?
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Catch the action on
the ECHO SPOR TS p ages.

\

Kegs

Bar Bot tles in Stock

10 inch

15 inch

Redken Retail Center—

Chic Hair Fosht^ j .

( Mon. — Sat. 8am-5 pm
Tues. evenings by appt .
|

\

15 College Ave. Waterville

;

r^^W

party size ^V WV

"TEr^S |
The Board of Trustees will meet
^^iSw^ \ again
during January in Boston.

HHmL; /

\ \ Freshman
in stable
condition

A t the University of Rochester's Graduate School
of Management you can manage your career with a highly
respected M.B.A. With our wide variety of financial aid and loan
programs,you can manage your finances,too. So,take charge,
and manage your way to a top quality management education.

SEE OUR REPRESENTATIVE

Our representative will be at your placement office

Nov. 13, 9:00 am-12:30 pm

;

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL TOLL FREE:

ClTP AND SAVE COUPON "
10 inch Medium Pepperoni Pizza
GET ONE FREE :

BUY ONE -

limit one per coupon
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A resolution drawn up by Trustees
honored and acknowledged National
Business Women 's Week , and in particular women working at Colby.
According to a Colby employees
newsletter, "The President , the Board
of Trustees, and the Overseers.,, extend sincere thanks and appreciation
to all women employees for the excellent and loyal support evidenced in
all facets of the college community. "

|

MANAGE YOUR CAREER

:
Mff iP 873-6565
873-7574

New members have been added to
the leadership of the Colby 2000 fundraising campaign. Trustee Lawrence
Pugh will direct the remainder of the
campaign in place of Board Chairman
Ridgely Bullock .
In addition , Alumnus David Marion
has _ been ^elected to the Board of
Trustees. Marson currently serves as a
member of the national steering committee for the 2000 campaign.
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According to Dean of the College
Earl Smith, construction and finances
for the new student center are on
target. He said the building should be
completed and ready for opening
"during the autumn next year." Board
members also discussed the renaming
of former fraternity houses, DU,
KDR , LCA, Phi Delt, and Zete.
Fraternity alumni have already proposed lists of names for consideration .
A Trustee Committee will review
these lists again and make their final
name selections "within the next couple of months. "

HENRY LEE
"To enhance social activity among
students faculty should give less
homework. "

W <¥ <*W ' .

4 Kennedy Drive • Waterville , Me.

Plans for a new ecology center
highlighted this year 's first meeting of
the Board of Trustees, taking place
over mid-semester break.
The Trustees accepted the $130,000
gift from Colby alumnus A. Van H.
Bernhard for the construction of the
facility, which will , include the Hill
>
Family House.

1

Echo photos by Liz Rhoads
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by JOSH SHAPIRO

Sophomore Peter Ackerman, who
entered the Robert's Union elevator
shaft to assist a seriously injured student, was honored by President Cotter.
Trustees and Overseers acknowledged Ackerman's "extraordinary courage
by placing himself in a threatening circumstance in order to help."

JOE BAKER
"I don 't think that there is any one
thing that can be done to_ instantly
change the social life. It 's on a really
good path , and within a couple of
years it should improve continuously ."
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From anywhere In tho U.S. < ann en . flf -OK
outside N.Y.State call: l"oUU-Ml-UUHO
From within N.Y, State call: 1-800-462-0073
Call toll froo durin g thoso hours:
Monday- Friday
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m,
Tuesday
5:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m,
, 10:00a.m.- 2:00p.m,
. Saturday
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ROCHESTER
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X THE UNIVERSITY
OF
y
SCHOOL
GRADUATE
MANAGEMENT
Jty^
Rochester,NY" 14627
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by SUZANNE KRUMM

Michell e C h eeseman , who fell over
25 feet in Roberts Union elevator shaft
almo st thr ee weeks a go , remains in
traction in the Colby infirmary.
Af t er sur ger y was com p let ed on her
disl ocat ed hi p and chi pp ed femur , doctors at Mid Ma ine Medical Center told
Michelle to expect up to 8 weeks with
» her left leg in fraction. However , due
t o Michelle 's age (18) and determinat ion , she may be ou t of t rac t ion in t wo
weeks,
The lacera tion that she experienced
on her ri ght eyelid hits been "healin g
nicel y" she feels , and she said "I' m'
luck y that I kept my eyes closed for a
while af ter the accident because the
doctors said that exposure to light may
have cost me my 20/20 vision in the injured eye."
Michelle , a freshman at Colby, Is
con t inuin g wi t h a 7 credi t course load
and hopes to catch up with credits over
Jan Plan and second semester , Due to
the amount of rest that she needs , the
infirmary staff have asked that her
Visi tors stop by in the Ja 'te af t er noon
and early evenin g hours. •

G. Gordon Liddy conjures up intense images that differ like night and day depending upon whose mind is
doing the conjuring. Some regard him as a voice of
reason rising above the bleeding-heart din of liberalism;
a protector of the conservative way of life. Others regard
him as an insane reactionist , espousing anarchic ideals
that have no place in our modern democratic society.
However one views the actions of G. Gordon Liddy,
one must acknowledge the fact that he is a fascinating
and unique figure on any scale. His entire life might have
been lifted from the pages of a John LeCarre novel, complete with intrigue, espionage and power struggles.
Yet Liddy has bills to pay like any average citizen.
His controversial autobiography WILL was written , in
part , to pay for the legal bills Liddy amassed during the
Watergate trials. Liddy has a wife and five children , a

I am aware of the fact that for the rest of the world
Richard Nixon has always been viewed as the most competent president we've had since President Roosevelt.
This is because they had great confidence in his foreign
policy prowess . They don't have much interest in our
domestic situation because it doesn't affect them.
Foreign policy does. And so he has no way to come back
over there: they lionize him all the time. Now in recent
months you will recall that he went before the assembled editors down in Washington and they gave him a standing ovation. I don 't think that that means all of a sudden all those press enemies of all those years suddenly
decided that he was a real nice guy; very cuddly or
something of that sort. The reason they gave him a standing ovation is that they have come to realize, following the disaster of the Carter administration , where you
had a very decent guy who was incompetent, that he was
a very competent president. And of course the job

suburban house and ambitions not much different from
a Colby graduate. It is his personality that makes Liddy the figure that he has become.
To begin to understand Liddy would take about 363
pages, about the length of his book. To fully understand him would be next to impossible. For better or
worse, Liddy knows "1 became what I wanted to be."
ECHO: By reading WILL , I can see how you have
come to view the issues as you do today. Frankly, I'm
not sure if the issues themselves are as interesting as how
you came about viewing them in the first place.
LIDDY : Well, that would be subjective. You might
feel one way, and someone else might feel another way,
and there is no correct or incorrect answer. It 's
subjective.
E: That seems to be a common theme running through
all your thoughts: that everything is subjective. The correct person is the one who can yell louder.
L: What it is, is that I believe that I am going to be
guided by my own conscience. I recognize that there are
millions of people who subject their conscience, their
'will,' to the rule of others. That is a situation that we
have with the AyatoIIah. We had that in a secular sense
in Nazi Germany, when millions of people did that: they
subjected their will and their conscience to Adolph
Hitler . I just choose not to'do that , but I recognize that
everyone has to make that decision for themselves.
E: What do you feel about the statement "might is
right "?
L: Well , 1 have observed as a fact in this world , one
may have only what one may take unless it is given. And
no matter how it is acquired , one may retain what they
keep only what they can defend successfully. That is the
way of the world. Whether we wish it to be like that or
not, that is the way it is.
Richard Nixon seems to be reemerging in the world
of politics, not as a leader but as a statesman. What do
you feel about this?
L: Well, having been abroad a considerable amount
of time, all over Asia and Australia and the rest of it,

description "President of the United States" does not
read that you have to be a nice guy, a good fellow,
religious or anything else. It does demand competence.
And so it is being rediscovered, if you will , after all the
hysteria has died down that he was a very competent
president, he has been consulted , we know , by every
single president that succeeded him in office without exception. I anticipate that continuing, but I don 't see him
seeking or taking office. I don 't think that he wants to.
I think that the health of Mrs. Nixon , which is not the
best, proclouds it.
E: Would yoj i personally like to see him as president
again?
L: No, he had his day. You don 't go backwards.
E: Mondale stated that our actions in El Salvador and
Nicaragua have weakened our moral strength as a nation. Do you believe that moral strength is necessary for
a nation , especially one such as ours that was founded
on a strict guide of ethics?
L: Moral strength deployed against a panzar division
will get you run over by a panzar division.
E: Do you feel that there may be alternatives?
L: If there is an alternative to opposing a panzar
divison with superior force it has not, as far as I know,
been discovered.
E: The Japanese are probably at their weakest from
a military point of view than they have ever been in
history, and yet their economy is thriving such that they
are one of the strongest nations on earth.
L: That 's correct, but they are also protected by our
umbrella, and thus they do not need, as they perceive
it , to re-establish their military strength. It is my belief
that we are giving them a free ride and that they ought
to be required to re-establish their military strength.
E: You seem to imply that because arms control has
not worked in the past, it won't work in the futu re.
L: No, no, I would not say that. I would say, however,
that I would not seek a freeze if the result would be to
freeze my country into nuclear inferiority. That's point
Continued on page 7
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The world according to Liddy

President Cotter recently gave Peter Ackerman (right) a
letter of commendation and a plaque, awarded to him
by trustees, commemorating Ackerman's heroism in
helpi ng Mich e lle Chees ema n after he r f all several w eeks
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• Liddy

Continued from page 1

somewhere that affects your country. The first option is to
do nothing; the second is to go to war. The covert branch
gives you option three. "
SOCIAL SECURITY
People's illusions, he said, go beyond war. He talked
briefly about Social Security, saying that .there is not a person in this room under 35 who will receive a penny from
the present social security system. Furthermore, "78 percent of the federal budget is out of control. There is nobody,
no group, who can control it... The whole thing is on autopilot , and the auto-pilot is broken. "
People in Washington know these facts , he asserted, but
they don 't publicize them because "it's easier to let you
sleep."
WATERGATE
Before opening the floor to questions, Liddy also spoke
about his role in the Watergate break-in,
Covert activities similar to that break-in occur in every
election , he said , although in political science classes "what
you get is the Holiday Inn version of life, there's a little
strip of paper around that says 'sanitized for your protection.' You won 't get that here tonight."
For example, he cited the 1964 break-in at Senator Barry
Goldwater 's office. "I cannot assert to you that it was the
Democrats who broke into Barry Goldwater 's office, but
I can tell you that it was not the British Labor Party ," he
said.
He also noted that in the 1980 presidential election ,
Ronald Reagan got ahold of then -President Carter 's briefing books prior to their debates. The book "didn 't grow
legs and walk over," he said.
The first time he broke into the Democrats' headquarters,
he planted a listening device in the telephone and one, which
didn 't work , on a wall. When he proposed to go in and fix
it , "supervisors " told him that his crew might as well take
pictures of everything, as well. "What was to be a repair
mission became a 3 Vi hour reconnaisance mission ," he said.
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Board of Governors meets

tive policy to curb the problem of
drunk driving should be formed , He
pointed out, however, that there might
be great opposition from several
students.
As it is, many disgruntled students
resent what they consider to be oppressive control by the Administration.
An attempt by Colby to interfere with
alcohol consumption could add fuel to
the flames sparked by the abolition of
fraternities and sororities.
Several members of the Board contributed options. Some said that driving while intoxicated is a civil offense,
and therefore should be handled by
civil authorities, not Colby authorities.
Others said Colby should take a
preventative approach to the situation,
saying that the students should be
educated and made aware of the problems caused by drunk driving. Still
others took a firmer stance and said
that drunk drivers are a threat to people walking on campus, and that the
Administration should take punitive
action as well as allow civil action to
take place.
If students know they'll face trouble legally as well as with Colby,
perhaps they'll think twice about driving drunk. In any event, there is no
easy solution and it will take time
before a consensus is reached.

Lovejoy Commons Council is that no
social space in that Commons may be
After several weeks of careful reserved more than two weeks in adplanning, the Board of Governors vance. This is being done to ensure that
adopted a plan to distribute the several the "very best of events will have an area
thousand dollars worth of leftover in which to taie place.
Parliamentarian Cici Bevin reported
RCAB funds .
The proposal, outlined by Dana Hall the progress of the Evaluation ComGovernor Kathy Philips last Wednes- mittee. An important topic addressed
day night , is as follows. One half of was the impeachment of governors.
the remaining RCAB funds will be What if a governor performs well on
distributed evenly among the four the Board of Governors, but does
Commons. The other half of the poorly on the Commons level? It was
money will be distributed to the Com- decided that such a governor should be
mons on a per capita basis: 32.9 per- impeached on the Commons level,
cent will go to Lovejoy Commons, 25.5 thereby losing his or her right to be on
percent to Mary Low Commons, 22 the Board of Governors.
Another issue which was of concern
percent to Chaplin Commons and 19.6
percent to Johnson Commons. Initially to the Evaluations Committee was the
the Board of Governors had been con- campus election procedure. Bevin
sidering one of two options: either stated that a majority vote should-be
distributing all of the money evenly, or required to wint , rather than a pluraliall on a per capita basis. The method ty. She also said that the four Comthey have chosen was judged the fairest mons Presidents should be elected in
the spring, rather than in the fall so
solution.
Lovejoy Commons President Mike that the student government could
Heel announced that the community beg in operating immediately in
spaces in his Commons have been us- September . The main problem with
ed to capacity thus far this semester. this procedure, as Bevin pointed out ,
Lovejoy Commons has established a is that the incoming freshmen would
new policy stating that one of its three be unable to vote. They would ,
areas will be declared "idle" each however, be able to vote for the Comweek, and that no outside events may mons Governors, whose election would
take place in that area. Heel pointed remain in the fall.
Perhaps the roost controversial issue
out that this measure is being taken
because the Lovejoy Commons Coun- discussed was Colby's policy toward
cil has a responsibility to its residents, students who are convicted of driving
and that they are entitled to some kind under the influence of alcohol.
Goddard-Hodglrins Hall Governor
of free space for themselves.
Another resolution adopted by the Herrick Wales stressed that an effecby RICK RA1NVILLE

Have you ever thought of Waterville
having a Russian sister city? Peter Garret, a resident of Waterville and former
Colby professor , has recently organiz-

Assault
update

by SUZANNE KRUMM

The woman who was assaulted four
weeks ago at a private party in
Grossman has not been able to identify the members of the group which
assaulted her.
The group members are believed to
have been from Union College and
although a picture of the football team
and other student pictures have been
forwarded from Union , a positive
identification has not been made.
Dean of Students, Mark Serdjenian ,
said , "This is not a dead issue, it will
just take time. "
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match students with children of similar
interests. Presently, there are ll boys
between
the ages of 6 and 14 who still
eye
of
The sun illuminates only the
need
a
Big
Brother. Many are from a
the man, but shines into the eye and
broken
home
and need someone to
the heart of the child.
-Emerson look up to, a male figure to emulate.
Ken Harris has been a Big Brother
What has a child told you lately? to Jody since September 1983. Last
The Big Brother/Big Sister Program at month, Jody who previously had never
Colby offers children from the Water- been outside the Waterville area, spent
ville area and Colby students the op- the weekend with Harris in Boston.
portunity to become better acquainted They went fishing and sailing. "It was
great," says Jody. "Didn't catch
with one another.
A Big Brother or Sister exposes a anything, though, just a mouse, it was
child to different values and gives the living in the boat." Harris sees Jody
child affection and needed, undivided about every other weekend.
"I love him," says Harris. "I'll have
attention often not available at home.
In return , a Big Brother or Sister can a rotten day, then I'll give Jody a call.
see life through the eyes of a child.On- Jody'll shout, 'It's Ken , it's Ken,' and
ly a child perceives the world as sim- everyone in the background will be
ple and uncomplicated: A child ex- quiet. To hear him get excited like that,
presses himself imaginatively, natural- well, it just feels good. He makes me
ly, and spontaneously- characteristics forget why I was having a bad day. "
of expression often lost with maturity. Other Big Brothers and Sisters share
This year, 35 Colby students belong similar feelings.
Paula Williams, a sophomore at
to the Big Brother/Big Sister Program.
Sue White and Louisa Bell, directors Colby, has a little sister, Stephanie,
of the organization, meet with social who she also met last year. They call
worker Winnie Turner of the Water- each other once a week , go to the
ville public schools to discuss a child's movies, McDonald's or just lounge
interests, age, abilities, and disabilties. around the dorms. When asked how
Colby students choose the age of a Stephanie has benefitted from having
child they wou ld like to become a sister a Big Sister, Paula said that she has
or brother to, and also list activities of become Stephanie's stability. Stephanie
interest. Ms. Turner , White, and Bell has had 3 different fathers and at 11
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years old, this becomes confusing. "It
feels good having someone count on
me," says Paula. "She looks up to me.
Kids in town here grow up too fast. I
let her see how I was brought up and
hopefully try to slow her down a
little."
Both White and Bell have organized special events for the upcoming year
and have proposed- a carpool as lack
of transportation has presented a problem in the past. Many children 's
families are without transportation.
Communication with some children
by phone has also been difficult as
some families are without. Contact requires effort. White also noted that
several of these children live in project
housing and move frequently within
Waterville. She suggests that anyone
having difficu lty locating a child who
has moved should call her or go to the
town hall for information.
Last summer, White received a letter of encouragement from a Colby
graduate pertaining to the program.
The graduate (who asked to remain
anonymous) has a "little sister" who
is now 16. They live hundreds of miles
apart yet they still stay in contact. She
writes: "I have become an older friend
to. confide in. She's asked me questions
about boyfriends, drinking, marijuana , and birth control. I've learned
a lot from her as well, She's taught me
what it 's like to be 'a child of the 80's'*'
as she calls herself. "
If you would like to become a Big
Brother or Big Sister contact Sue White
at 873-7471 or Louisa Bell at ext. 2457.
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by HEATHER ANDERSON

ed a program ^vhich he calls, "Our
Peaceful Russian Connection. " This
new organization , initially sponsored
by the Rotary Club, is aimed at
creating a public awareness that "Russians are people too."
Moved by a concern over the growing strain in U.S-.--U.S.S.R. relations,
Garret set out to create a connection
between the peoples of these two countries. Although he is not a specialist in
this field, Garret has chosen a so-called
"Sister City " for Waterville in the
U.S.S.R. Kotlas , a city similar in size
and economic background to Waterville, is located in a similar geographic
setting along a river. Although this
peaceful connection is not yet a mutual
relationship, parcels have been mailed
to Kotlas in hopes of establishing an
exchange between the two cities. The
package, which includes a community
portrait of Waterville and a coyer letter from Major Hill (in Russian), was
mailed at the end of June. Additional
copies were sent to several agencies in
Moscow. No response has yet been
Continued on page 10
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Program offers help to kids

Sister city chosen
by ANGELA E. PISCITELLO
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Bond blasts Reagan
by ED KENTNELLY

Julian Bond; a Georgian Senator
and black social activist, delivered a
speech last Thursday night at Colby.
Bond blasted the Reagan civil rights
record , which he described as "a
choreographed assault on minorities."
Bond detailed many of the problems
he saw with the Reagan Administration: "The gains Dr. Martin Luther
King made are being whittled away by
Reagan." Bond stressed that not
everyone is better off today than they
were four years ago. Bond cited
numerousfstatistics to support his claim
that the poor, and the "fragile black
middle class" had major set backs during Reagan 's presidency: one third of
all blacks live in poverty [the lowest
since these statistics started to be ta ken
twenty years ago], and there is a 16 percent black unemployment rate [higher
than when Reagan took office].
According to Bond, women and
children were most hurt by
Reaganomics. He cited increasing in-

fant mortality and child abuse, and
decreasing free legal service, food
stamps, and school lunch funding to
support his case. "The Administration
replaces missing funds with school
prayer," Bond said.
Bond described the years since Martin Luther King 's death as "see-saw"
years for black civil rights. Bond was
critical of the present Justice Department, especially the Chief Justice,
"[they are] turning back the civil rights
clock until it becomes a sundial. " He
called the Justice Department 's siding
with the defendent in such cases as the
Grove City College Case, an attempt
to "restore skin privilege and male
superiority. "
Another area Bond attacked was
defense spending. "The cost of two trident submarines could educate millions
of youths. " He compared what the
U.S. is doing in El Salvador - and
Nicaragua to Vietnam—a war for
which he was an outspoken critic. "We
are sure to lose in [Central America]g
Continued on page 8

A big crowd turned out on August 18, 1937,for the ground breaking of Lorimer Chapel,
the first building to be started on the Mayflower Hill.

•' Liddy 's world
Continued from page 5

then what difference does it make? They are not going
to act out of our perception. They are going to act under
their perception.
E: The Reagan Administration , seems to be formulating foreign policy that a limited nuclear war can
be won as well. They have proposed building an Air
Force base a mile below the surface of the earth able
to withstand a nuclear attack. After up to a year of living under the ground, the personnel could burrow to the
surface and fire a retaliatory strike.
L: The reason behind that should be obvious. It is to
render the Soviet Union 's perception such that if they
attack they will not be invulnerable, that they would be
vulnerable to another attack. And thus they will not attack. That's what that 's for.
E: You wrote a memo to President Nixon in 1971 asking hm to remove J. Edgar Hoover as director of the
F.B.I, primarily because of his age. Yet at the time
Hoover wasn't much older than President Reagan is
now. Do you feel that Ronald Reagan is unfit for office bacause of his age?
L: No. For example I would not have written such
a memorandum had Konrad Adenauer, who started office even older than Ronald Reagan and had a brilliant
career for 14 years, been in question. It is not chronicle
age; it is what the results of that age may be. In the situation of J. Edgar Hoover, it had affected his performance
in office adversly. With respect to Konrad Adenauer,
it had not, with respect to Charles DeGaulle, it had not,
with respect to Winston Churchill , it had not , and with
respect to Ronald Reagan, in my opinion , it does not.
If Ronald Reagan were 37 and suffering from Alzhiemers
disease or acting as if he were senile I would say that
before he were 38 he should be removed.
E: You allude time and time again in WILL to conquering your emotions. This idea seems to infatuate you
to the point of self-abuse. How do you feel that you have
benefited from these experiences and do you recommend
them for anyone here at Colby?

one. Point two: I have no problem with a verifiable
nuclear freeze if it achieves nuclear parity. That is not
the situation right now. I am also aware of the fact that
the Soviet Union has consistently forbidden a situation
to obtain where varification is possible. And until they
change I see no possibility of it even were we to have
nuclear parity for us to seek the freeze . However, 1 would
go further and say that a superior approach , a more rational approach , would be to deploy a system which
would protect us from a nuclear attack to the extent that
it would be the perception of the Soviet Union that a
strike would put them at such a risk that it would not
be worth it. That beingthe case, you wouldn 't need the
freeze. It is possible right now with off the shelf
technology (this means non-nuclear, non-starwars) to intercept in excess of 50 percent of all incoming Soviet and
to destroy them. Remember at the incoming warheads
speed an aspirin tablet would just absolutely shatter one.
If we could do that the Soviet Union would not dare
attack , because our retaliatory ability would be preserved. Right now we don't have a retaliatory ability, because
we can't do that. We can't do that because we haven 't
deployed those things. There are several different simple technologies. One is the swarm jet. That consists of
tiny rockets: they are only two feet long , maybe three
inches in diameter. You fire them up and they can under
guidance take out the enemy warheads. There are other
technologies that could be used. The so called 'star wars'
technology refers to something still in the R&D stage,
not yet available to us, that would enable us to take out
the Soviet missiles as they rise. The advantage is that
it 's still carrying its ten warheads. Everytime you knock
one of those out you get ten for one. That makes a lot
of sense to me.
. E: Isn 't it an illusion that a nuclear war can be won
by anyone?
L: Let's assume that you and I agree to that. If the
Soviet Union does not agree to that—and it doesn 't—
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L: Well, I believe that the end justifies the means. So
long as one confines oneself to that range of activities
which in the responsible agency one is qualified for. And
that is what Franklin Roosevelt did and that is what I
did. I am simply being constant there.
E: The philosphy that you espouse in WILL indicates
that Watergate, although devastating to you, did not
spell the end of your career in the public eye. What do
you see as the role of G. Gordon Liddy in the future?
L: Tennis players have a very prescient saying:always
change a losing game, never change a winning game.
E: So you plan to stay on the same road as you have
in the past?
L: With additions.
E: I wish you the best of luck.
L: Thank you. I make my own.

AHG!!

FRIDAY

10 Myrtle St..
A/atervilleAve.
873-1341

L: No, I have reached a situation where I am not afraid
of anything, which is what I set out to do. I am, alas,
not as strong physically as I was when I was in my 20's.
However, last year I was able to pass the running test
that an 18 year old is required to become an officerin
the Marine Corps.
E: In WILL you said that Franklin Roosevelt broke
the laws as a justifiable means to an end which he
perceived to be good. Does this same sense of justification extend to your actions at Watergate?
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L: Well, it's very difficult to argue with success. It
worked for me. Pilots are taught that if you have a minor
problem put in a minor correction. A major one would
be a mistake. If you have a major problem you had better
put in a major correction because a minor one would
be a mistake. It depends upon your problems.
E: Do you still continue to test yourself today?
L: No, I don 't have to anymore. Once you 've done
something and achieved your goal, to pursue it further
would be to act in vain. There would be no purpose in it.
E: Are you saying that you have reached perfection?
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Lewis is coach and prof
by KAREN BUCKLEY
The rugby teams and Government
Department have welcomed a new face
to their ranks this year. Aside from
teaching Public Policy and American
Politics classes, professor Jeremy
Lewis has been acting as assistant
coach to the Rugby teams as well as
refereeing women's rugby games.
Lewis came to the United States in
1976. He had previously visited the
United States in the summer of his
freshman year at Oxford which he
spent traveling the United States and
Canada on a Greyhound bus.
That summer was the beginning of
Lewis' interest in American Politics.
On August 9, 1974, while waterskiing
in Long Beach Marina , Lewis heard
Nixon 's resignation. "Politics were so
exciting with the Vietnam War and
Nixon 's resignation ," says Lewis.
Upon returning to Oxford , he joined
in American Politics and continued on
to receive his doctorate at Johns
Hopkins.
Lewis feel s he can offer Colby
students a different perspective on
American Politics. "As a foreigner , I
see American politics from a European
point of view with European values."

The past four years Lewis spent
teaching at Wellesley College. He feels
Maine is a nice change from the Boston
area. "There is a focus on academic
life without the distractions of the city, " said Lewis.
Lewis was struck by how friendly
Colby faculty and students are.
However, he feels Colby students are
too modest about the college and do
not realize how successful it is
academically.
"I was surprised that students often
talk about missing the social life that
was," said Lewis, especially in view of
the number of cultural and social activities. "There is tremendous student
interest in intellectual life on campus." mOI
Lewis is currently researching -O_
freedom of information and government secrecy in America and Britain; cr
-<
focusing on the comparisons between r~_
c
the two.
He is sponsoring "British Politics in 0)
London " for Jan Plan , which he is still §_
accepting students for , and is a faculty affiliate for Lovejoy Commons.
Lewis was also impressed by the
quality of students' work at Colby .
"Colby is a very comfortable, creative
environmen t where you can come and
get some serious'thinking done. "

i

The noise disrupting classes in Lovejoy lately has been due to the digging of the foundation
of the new Student Center. Alan Lewis,Director of Physical Plant,says that the wo r kers sho uld
be pouring cement for the foundation by mid November and be erecting the steel frame in
January. Work will continue all through the winter.

How imp or t ant ar e SAT' s? N i g h t manager
by DAVID SCANNELL

sions. "We have found that SAT.
scores, to some extent, do have some
real value in predicting how well a student will do academically at Colby. In
particular , we have found that the
math scores one receives on the SAT
are strong indicators of a student's actual performance," said McArthur.
He explained that Colby annually
projects each student's grade point
average based on a performance formula provided by the Educational
Testing Service of the College Board ,
the administrators of the SAT. The
following factors are elements of the
formula: verbal SAT score, math SAT
score , and English Composition
Achievement Test scores.
"The formula has been remarkably
accurate and it has led us to believe that

the SAT has some merit," said McArthur. According to a study compiled by
The Bates College faculty voted to
Prof. Murray Campbell of the physics
discontinue requiring SATs as a preredepartment in February, 1983,"The
quisite for admission, on October 1 by
standard error of the estimate
a 58 to 27 vote. According to the
[predicted GPA] is about 0.5 in GPA,
BATES STUDENT, "First, the submeaning that about 68 percent of the
mission of scores would be optional on
students predicted to have a given GPA
the application. But , this would only
are expected to achieve a GPA in a
be for the admission process since SAT
range of plus/minus 0.5 centered on
scores would be required for matriculathe prediction, with the remaining 32
tion to Bates College."
percent further from the prediction...
In the wake of the Bates decision to
This distribution is narrow enough to
make SATs optional and Bowdoin 's
be useful , and the predicted GPA
long standing optional SAT policy,
should be considered in the admissions
does Colby feel any pressure to reprocess. "
evaluate its position which requires
McArthur pointed out, however,
SATs for admission?
that the SAT is not the most important
The answer is "NO," according to
criterion for admission to Colby. "We
Robert McArthur, Dean of Admislook at such a broad variety of factors
that I think it 's wrong to say that we
would base our decision on a four hour
test. Instead , we place greater weight
on a student's motivation, interview,
and transcript. "
"We look for interesting
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room conflicts, and he can also walk
around the building. "
In fact , one of the duties of the
managers will be to make a round of
the building each hour, checking that
everything is safe.
He will also be responsible for enforcing policies, including those covering the use of alcohol (no beer may be
brought into or leave the Spa, for instance), straightening out problems
with room reservations, and handling
emergency situations.
Peacock was looking for three
students , and only Stratton , Pedula ,
and Carlton applied for the job, he
said.

Roberts Union now has three new
Night Managers, who will be on duty
Friday and Saturday nights to ensure
that the building runs smoothly .
Sophomores Scott Stratton and
George Pedula and Junior John
Carlton were hired by Director of Student Activities Jim Peacock for the
position, which Peacock has been planning for since September. They will
rotate duties, so that one will always
be on duty between 9 p.m. and l a.m.
on Friday and Saturday nights.
"The people at Roberts desk can't
leave. The Night Manager can," said
Peacock. "He can be there if there are

• Bond—
Continued from page 7

because we can not see our past. "
Bond ended his speech on a strong
anti-Reagan note: "There is a sizable
number against Reagan, but too many
believe they can 't do anything. Twenty years ago, blacks sat down in order
to stand up for their rights. Ten years
ago, Vietnam protestors did the same.
Now, we must do more and vote
against those who turned the American
dream into a nightmare. "
After his speech , Bond answered
questions from the crowd .of approximately 200. The questions dealt with
various issues such as South Africa and
Walter
Mondale.

Glam our
contest

Colby students are invited to participate in the national Glamour
Magazine's 1985 Top Ten College
Women Competition. A panel of
Glamour editors will select the winners
on the basis of academic excellence
and/or achievement in campus or community extracurricular activities.
The top ten college women for 1985
will recieve an all-expense-paid trip to
New York City to meet with professionals in their area of interest.
For more information and an application form , contact the Public Affairs Office, Eustis 403A, ext. 2225.
The application deadline is Dec. 7,
1984.
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Mitchell speaks
V . by MEGHAN CASEY
' 'He told me that contrary to all the
pollsters, the election is going "to be
closer up here," said Libby Mitchell,
Democratic candidate for U.S. Senate
from Maine, quoting the owner of a
gas station where she had stopped the
day before. "Don 't let them tell you
it's over because we haven't voted
yet," she continued.
Mitchell, who is running against incumbent Republican William Cohen,
began her lecture by outlining the differences between herself and the opponent. During his term in the Senate, she
said, "There were three separate votes
where a different vote from Cohen
would have changed the outcome of
the vote."
The votes were on the MX missile,
the production of nerve gas, both of
which Cohen voted in favor of , and a
plan for the reduction of the deficit.
"He [Cohen] voted against spending
$6 million to immunize kids against
disease, but voted to spend $88 million
for weapons," Mitchell said . "If this
rate of military spending continues,"
she asserted, "in the next decade 43
percent of your tax dollar will not go

for education, defense, health, or
social security. It will go just to pay off
the national debt. "
According to Mitchell the best way
to deal with the deficit is to change the
priorities of the government! The current administration , she feels, makes
defense spending a priority over human
service spending.
After her talk, Mitchell began her
question and answer period by stating
that it seemed to her that students.often
agreed with Walter Mondale's stand on
issues, but'were still going to vote for
President Reagan. She asked the
students present why or if that was
true.
Senior Angela Drenan responded
that she thought the reason may "be that
college life was "cloistered" and that
therefore they were not always
thoroughly aware of the- "reality of
life ." Another student said that he
believed Mondale's association with
the Carter administration prejudiced
students against him.
When asked about the Equal Rights
Amendment which is being proposed
this year in Maine, Mitchell responded that on this matter , too, the polls
which say the measure may not pass,
would eventually be proven wrong.

FRIDAY , NOVEMBER 2

RECEPTION TABLE - Registration , ticket pickup and pur- 1:30 p.m. - Football versus Tuf ts - Seaverns Field
chases, and information , 8:30 a.m. - 9 p.m. - Roberts Union
^
3 p.m. - "Fun Run " for parents and students (beginning at
ALL DAY - Classes open for visitation. (A list of scheduled the Fieldhouse, a three-mile run on the women's cross-country
classes will be available prior to the weekend in the lobby of trail)
the Eustis building and at the registration table.)
4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. - Commons Social Hour - To be held
8 p.m. - Dana Bixler Scholars Convocation, "Decision '84; The in each of the four commons.
Media, Politics and Democrary " Professor L. Sandy Maisel
(Chair of Social Science Division, Chair of Government Depart- 5 p.m. -6:30 p.m. -Paren ts Weekend Special Buffet - Dining
ment) Reception following - Second floor, Roberts Union. Halls
8 p.m. -Colby Community Symphony Orchestra Concert. The
program will feature Tchaikovsky 's Second Symphony , "The
SATURDAY , NOVEMBER 3
Little Russian," and include Beethoven 's "Egmont Overture "
and Vivaldi's "Concerto for Strings in A Minor. " The conRECEPTION TABLE - Registration , ticket pickup and pur- cert marks the debut of Jonathan Halstrom , music director and
chases, and information. 8:45-11:30 a.m. Museum of Art Lob- conductor of the Colby Community Symphony Orchesta.
Lorimer Chapel
by, 11:30 - 8:00 p.m. Roberts Union

Illinois University students over
town ordinances designed to
discourage large drinking parties.
After seven hours of violence and
mobs chanting "We want beer,"
five were reported injured and four
students were arrested.
The nationwide clash, according
to some, is the result of the general
awareness about alcohol meeting a
subculture of students who feel they
have a right to alcohol.
Furthermore, fears about possible lawsuits exacerbates matters.
Ohio State University, for instance,
was recently hit with a $137,000
judgement after a student at one of
its parties was paralyzed in an
alcohol-related car accident.

9:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. - Brunch - Dining Halls

10:00 a.m . - Hillel Bagel breakfast - Whitney Room , Roberts
Union

10:00 a.m. - 5 p.m. - Annual Colby Crafts Fair - Among the 11 a.m. - Interdenominational Chapel Service - Lorimer Chapel
Finally, the measure which Presi- handcrafted items to be displayed are leather goods, blown
dent Reagan recently signed, forc- glass, scrimshaw, furniture, jewelry, clothing, and quilts. Over 3 p.m. - Concert, Marlboro String Quintet sponsored by the
Colby Community Music Associates - Given Auditorium
ing states to raise their drinking 90 Maine artisans' works will be featured. Fieldhouse
ages to 21 or forfeit federal
highway funds, is also causing colleges trouble. Knowing that soon a
majority of students will not be
allowed to drink , but that they proby JOHN HAYNES
from Colby in 1969 as a sociology ma- 1974 he was honored at Colby by bebably will anyway, presents most
jor. He went on to receive his M.A. ing designated an Associate Albion
administrations with difficult
On November 8th the Birge lecture from The New School for Social Woodbury Small Fellow.
problems.
will be held in Lovejoy at 7:00 p.m.. Research in New York and then earnThe lecture is entitled Conflict,
Several groups have lined up
The lecture is presented each year in ed his doctorate at Syracuse Universi- Culture Ambiguity, and Alcoholism:
against the new legislation, claimmemory of Professor Kingsley H. ty. He is the current chair of the A Dispassionate Review.
ing that forcing students out of
Birge who was an honored member of Department of Social Relations at
pubs and bars will only make them
Colby's faculty until his death several Lehigh University in Pennsylvania.
drink in their cars. Others nope to
years ago. Birge's field was sociology,
In the sixties he was active in the
see students themselves taking
which is Jhe theme of these annual Civil Rights movement. He has writresponsibility for dealing with the
lectures.
ten a text book of deviance and also Continued from page 2
new law.
This year's speaker will be Dr. James numerous papers on the subject. In Democrats don 't have their act in
B. Mcintosh. Dr. Mcintosh graduated
shape. I think it's very sad, but I don 't
see any doubt that Reagan will win."
As for Maine state elections, Maisel
feels McKernan, Snowe, and Cohen
-__ a____ ai Mi^a_>
will all be victorious. Maisel also
believesthe Democrats will retain both
the State House and Senate "b ecau se
the Republican Party hasn 't fielded
many good candidates. There are lots
of districts where there are not
Republican candidates." According to
Maisel, this points to the difficulty of
unseating an incumbent. Both
Mavrinac and Hauss reinforced
MaisePs prediction of victories by
Cohen, Snowe, and McKernan. Hauss,
too, noted the extreme importance of
incumbency in an election. Marvinac
believes that "the legislature will be
about the same party composition as
l it is now."
Marvinac also noted that the ERA
issue
is very difficult to forecast. "Th e
f
anti-ERA movement has picked up an
enormous amount of speed." Marvinac also no t ed, h owever, that ERA
has had strong support in Maine in the
past.

• Predictions
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SAME DAY COLOR PRINT AND
EKTACHROME SLIDE SERVICE

IN BY 9 AND OUT BY 3

9Vz Union Stree t
Waterville

9:45 a.m. - Welcome and remarks by President William R. Cotter , with question and answer period - Given Auditorium

Mcintosh t o be Birge lecturer
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SUNDAY , NOYEMBER 4

. Career Panel Discussion for students featuring parents in a
variety of fields - Second floor , Roberts Union

JC PENNEY

_____ ' ____[ '

9:00 a.m. - President 's reception for parents, faculty, and
students - Continental Breakfast at the Museum of Art

10:40 a.m. - Faculty Seminars - Given Auditorium; Lovejoy 100 9:30 a.m. - Catholic Mass, Lorimer Chapel

• National drinking
Continu ed fro m page 1

11:30 a.m. - 1:15 p.m. - Lunch - Dining Halls
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New York Unive rs ity
School of Law
A representative from NYU Law School will
be visiting Colby College on
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Thursday, November 8
From 2:00 to 4:00 pm
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She will be speaking with to
interested
persons about admission NYU and
to answer questions about the Law School.
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CALL PENNY SPEAR AT 873-1131
to make an appointment,
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• Donkey —
Con t inued fr o m pa ge 2
speech, no ceremony, no President"
acknow ledged t he anniver sar y of t he
death of 241 Marines. "Today wc have
a happy-talk President who 's only
around for the good news. We need a
President at all times, good and bad.
As President , I'll be with you in victory and setback, " Mondale stated.
Mon dale is endorsecf by THE NEW
YORK
TIMES ,
THE
PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER , THE
DETROIT FREE PRESS , THE MINNEAPOLIS STAR AND TRIBUNE ,
THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL , and
THE ST. PETERSBURG TIMES .
THE DETR OIT FREE PRESS supports Mondale because "t he Ren gan
prosperity is the prosperity of living on
borrowed money,"
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Bulimia explained at talk

Beyond War " lecture
by RUTH SOLOMON

BY CHRIS BRANDT
Dr. Ann Norsworthy and Dr. Janet
Irgang of the Health Center led a talk
on Bulimia in the Heights Community Room on Wednesday, Oct. 17.
Bulimia is a serious eating disorder,
characterized in the sufferer by recurrent binging; i.e. the consumption of
large amounts of food, followed by
self-induced vomiting and/or the use
of laxatives or diuretics in an attempt
by the bulimic to purge her body of the
food.
Although a small percentage of
bulimics are men, most are women.
Bulimics generally develop the disease
in adolescence and are often involved
in a sport in -which weight loss is advocated, such as gymnastics, track, or
wrestling. Bulimia is usually proceeded by a diet, which, because it involves
physical and psychological self-denial ,
can involve binging: an unconscious attempt to nurture oneself. Eventually
the bulimic discovers that with selfinduced vomiting she may binge
without weight gain. The initial feeling of relief , however, deteriorates into characteristic self-disgust felt by
most bulimics.
The physical effects of bulimia vary
in seriousness depending on the frequency of purging (self-induced
vomiting). Some bulimics remain in
good health. Others suffer complications ranging from dull hair and a poor
complexion to ulcers and heart pro-

blems. Bulimics are not necessarilythin
or overweight. In fact , "It 's hard to
detect a bulimic from her appearance,"says Norsworthy.
Psychologically, most bulimics have
certain characteristics in common: they
are often perfectionists, competitive,
self-denying, and have difficulty dealing with conflict. Bulimics feel out of
control. They do not really want to
vomit after a meal, but cannot stop
themselves, somewhat like alcoholics
cannot control their drinking. Irgang
described bulimia as "a substance
abuse problem. "
The causes of bulimia are uncertain.
It is often seen as a way to cope with
anxiety or depression. Food takes on
a symbolic importance to the bulimic
as a tranquilizer. The cause of bulimia
is sometimes family problems. The
media is also cited as a cause, by implicitly stating that the only truly
beautiful women are thin. "If there
were a wider range of what was considered conventionally attractive, I
believe many problems like bulimia
would go away," said Irgang. There
may be a physical cause of bulimia, but
no theory has yet been seen as
conclusive.
Because most bulimics feel selfdisgust and are embarrassed to discuss
their illness, many do not seek treatment. Bulimics who do come to the
Health Center for treatment often
come because "the predominant feel-

Gene Richeson came to the Mary
Low Coffee House last Wednesday as
a spokesperson for an organization
called "Beyond War ," The organization is dedicated to finding a creative
solution to war, in hopes of what
Richeson called, "A world beyond war
through education."
This organization grew from discussion groups of professional peers, and
strives to build peace consciousness.
According to Mr. Richeson, "It .is
necessary to focus on the solution, not
the problem, and find a creative solution to deal with the causes." Richeson
stated that the human species is capable
of destroying itself and its environment, its life support system, and the
fate of the world lies in the hands of
the individual. "The only way to
change our mode of thinking is
through educating the individual, the
basic element of society, and only then
will it be possible to take action in
hopes of achieving a world beyond
war," Richeson said.
Picture an aerial view of the earth;
now picture an aerial view of the
universe, and where the earth fits into
this setting." Mr. Richeson used the illustration in order to relate the
significance of the individual to the
world.
Furthermore he points out that all
individuals are interrelated and interdependent, and that none of us, including the Americans and Russians,
are enemies. The enemy of the individual lies outside its sphere of iden-

ing is fear... the women feel they're
completely out of control," said
Irgang.
At Colby, treatment often has two
parts: a physical exam, to check for
physical complications resulting from
the disease, and psychological counseling, to help the bulimic come to terms
with her problem. According to
Norsworthy, "sometimes nutritional
counseling helps... some bulimics need
complete re-education [on nutrition]."
There are many misconceptions
about bulimia. Many people unacquainted with the disease do not
understand its seriousness. "Some people think bulimics can simply- stop
[purjgingl. It 's not like that. There's a
lot of emotional pain... It's an illness...
People should treat it like that," said
Irgang.
If you suspect that someone you
know is bulimic, Irgang and Norsworthy suggest that you talk to them. They
can try to contact the person. Another
option is to talk to your Head Resident
or Dorm Staff person about the situation. The doctors also suggest trying
to talk with the person, but warn to be
prepared for an angry or defensive
reaction. This is no reason not to try
to talk with the bulimic, however.
Available from both Norsworthy
and Irgang is a reading list on bulimia
and anorexia.Appointments to talk to
either doctor can be made through the
Health Center.

tification so that if our largest sphere
was the entire universe, we would have
no enemies. He said,"The child identifies first with itself, then possessions,
family, friends , city, state, and it
seldom goes further than identification
with the country so that everything outside of the sphere of reference remains
a threatening force. "
The Beyond War movement says
that a new mode of thinking is incited
by change, but unfortunately, most
changes in our world,1 like the development of nuclear warfare, occur so
gradually that we don't recognize these
changes while they are happening.
The environment that the organization presents is based on 3 agreements:
the will to learn to resolve conflict
without violence, the spirit of goodwill
without the obsession of an enemy, nd
the commitment to work together to
build a world without war. Richeson
insists if a solution is to be dealt with
creatively, then so is conflict. Formerly
war was a means to defend ourselves,
expand our territory, impose our ways
upon others - all to preserve ourselves.
"Now, with nuclear weapons, war has
no boundaries, and this reality of war
has become obsolete," said Richeson.
We cannot fight a conventional war
without potentially involving nuclear
weapons, yet nuclear war could lead to
a nuclear winter, and consequently, the
extinction of the human race, and all
forms of life. It is at this point that
Beyond War initiates its method of
resolving conflict.
"Once the knowledge that war is obContinued on page 24
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Continued from page 1
ment, he said, but any alcohol must be either catered or
served in a seperate room, so that it is clear that money paid
goes toward the entertainment and not the drinks.
Only Colby's dining services may cater events in dining
rooms or in Roberts, he said. This is because Sellers cannot count on an outside caterer cleaning up a dining hall
before breakfast the next morning. Also, Roberts is the location for Colby's liquor license, and by state law nobody else
is allowed to serve in a building which is an official site for
another license, he said .
RESERVING SPACE
The new regulations are being released along with
guidelines on scheduling parties. Within dormitories, a host
must talk to the HR for a scheduling form and approval ,
and then bring the Commons Coordinator the form for
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Established 1928

Maine's Largest Independent Shop

DAVID MATHIEU CO.,lnc_
Auto Body Shop
Al l en St ree t , Wa t erv i l le

872-5518
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• Sister city-

• SAT's

Behind the College Ave. car wash

\l

approval.
To schedule an event in a dining hall , a host must see
the Commons Coordinator for forms, and then Ted Mayer,
Director of Food Services, for approval, finally returning
the forms to the Coordinator.
.
For events in the gym, Roberts Union or outside, a host
must talk first to Peacock, then either to Richard McGee,
the Director of Athletics, or to Ansel Grindall; Assistant
Director of Physical Plant, and then returnthe appropriate
forms to Peacock.
Events in any other areas should be cleared with Brenda
Toulouse, Coordinator of Scheduling and Facilities.
All scheduling should be done at least 48 hours in advance, said Peacock. Catering through the food service
should be arranged seven to ten days in advance.

J

^

continue d from page 8
we never made the move, we can only
wonder what would have happened. "
In addition , McArthur wondered
whether making the SAT optional was
really as fair as it might appear. "At
schools that require the SAT, some
students are dragged down by the anchor of low scores. At schools that
make them optional, some applicantare dragged down by the anchor of no
scores.
McArthur also rejected as "bogus

Conti nued fr om page 6
received from Kotlas.
Being a strong supporter of everincreasing peaceful and understanding
relations between the United States and
the Soviet Union , Garret is presently
extending the involvement of his
group. He-prepares a monthly newletter which announces current activities
that range from Russian movies to
guest speakers, to activities of other
peace groups who are extending their
services throughout Maine. •
For further information about how
you can help or get involved , call Peter
Garret at 873-6443.

piety" the contention that SAT scores,
which have an established correlation
to economic background , according to
the Educational Testing Service, are
elitist. "If that is the case, "said Dean
McArthur , "SATs won't reflect ability, high school grades will. "
Finally, when asked whether lie
agreed with the statement that SATs
are here to stay at Colby,, he replied,
"As far as I can see, they are here to
stay. "

Please support the %>

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
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_? ¦Continued

from page 2
Durin g the Presi d en t's speech con* corning the protection of special in¦
• terest groups which he claimed the
3$T
at tf i z WHltney JRoom '
\
3
Democrats have turned their back on ,
Experience fine dining with a Mexican spice I The Whlney Room Restaurant Reagan said that "ch urc h an d s t ate
is now serving a selection of "South of 'the Border "treats every Thursday, must remain separate. "
Presiden t Reagan received enFriday and Saturday nights, from 5:30 - 7:30 pm in Robert' s Union t hro u gh
dowments
from THE NEW YORK
••
November 3.
DAILY NEW S , THE MIAMI
CHI C A GO
HERALD , THE
Nachos with Guacamole, Burrltos and Enchilades hi ghli gh t the au t hentic TRIBUNE , THE H A RTFORD
COURANT , THE OMAHA W ORLD
Mexican menu which is complete with Sangria and Mexican beer.
¦ ¦
,
THE
SUNDAY
"
"'
y OHERALD
$
KLAH
OMAN , and THE OREOOReserva tions Only, x2 331 before 1:00pm
£ !
£
N1AN. THE NEW YORK DAILY
NEW S said they endorsed Reagan
because , "By almost all standard s, we
are
better off than wc were four years
pJ A
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CITY OF WATERVILLE

I

QUESTIONS TO BE VOTED UPON AT SPECIAL MUNICIPAL ELECTION
NOVEMBER 6, 1984

. ||P . SPECIMEN BALLOT . ^p :

A person, candid ate or political committee who prepares or circulates a paper in the form of a ballot
or a part thereof on which is imprinted the words SPECIME N BAL LOT or the instructions for voting
on a ballot , shall have committ ed a Class E crime.

SPE CIM E N BALLO T

General Election, November 6, 1984

¦ Place a cross (x) or a check mark W) in a square at the left of the question. A mark in the "Yes" box means
you are in favor of the question , a mark in the "No " bo x means that you are opposed.

A person , candidate or political committee who prepares or circulates a paper in the form of a
ballot or a part thereof on which is imprinted the words SPECIMEN BALLOT or the instructions
for voting on a ballot , shall have committed a Class E crime.

QUESTION NO. I

The issuing of bonds by the State of Maine is the way in which the State borrows money for purposes
designated in the legislation authorizing the issue. The following is a summary of the bonded indebtedness of the State of Maine as of June 30, 1984.
'

JJ

?

..

166,727,673.80

Interest to be Repaid on Bonds Issued
Total to be Repaid on Bonds Issued

I

S294,584-,2 16.00

Bonds Outstanding and Unpaid to Mature Throug h 2008

"Shall the lullowibi! -in-mlmcnl lo Article II . S.ction 6 of til . City Charter be
WW' 1*

NO "

YES

|'Thii City Administrator shall be chose n us provided in subsection V of Section f .
I for a term not to exceed live years, on the basis of character, executive and adminI istra.ive qualifications , experience and technical knowledge of municipal management. The City Administrator shall be the Mayor 's principal assistant.
The C'itv Administrator shall, durin)! tenure of otlice . reside within the city. ' "

846 1,311 ,889.80

,

S 52 ,878,000.00

AddiUonal Bonds Authorized But Not Yet Issued
Limit of Contingent Bonds Liability Authorized by
Constitution and Law s But Unissued

.. '

"Shall the Ibllowinx amendment lo Art.de VJ _ . Section 5 .I) . ( U ) antl (111) ol the
City Charter be approved?

69,046,318.00

Total Bonds Authorized But Unissued

SI37 ,659 ,318.00

Total Additional Bonds to be Authorized if Ratified by Voters

S 45,960,000.00

*The City Council sliall regulate the making of Wds and the letting of contracts hy
ordinance subject to the following conditions:
YES

22 , 118 ,250.00

Potential New Estimate of Interest

Wh en money is borrowe d by issuing bonds , t he State must repay not only the princi pal amount of the
bonds but interest on that amount as well. The amount of interest to be paid will vary depending upon the
rate of interest and the years of maturity at the time of issuance; an estimate of the total interest that may
reasona bly be expected to be paid on the issues submitted herewith for ratification is 822,118,250.00 if
t he bonds are issued for the full statutory debt retiremen t period. The total princi pal and interest to be
. repa id over the life of the bonds on issues submitted herewith if ratified is thus estimated to be
868,028,250.00. The amount that must be paid in the present fiscal year (July 1, 1984 to June 30, 1985)
for debt alread y outstan d i ng is 833,364,216.00 in princi pal and 820,238,959.80 in interest, a tota l of
853,603,175.80.

NO
I ¦' 1
" I
I
I
\

?

I H1
I
I I
j
*mmmd

II .

When die amount involved is two thousand dollars (S2.000.00) or less, bi ds
may be solicited b\ notice posted on a public bulletin hoard for a least ihiee
(3. ito>> and by mail tu know n prospective bidders.

KENNEBEC COUNTY
STATE

Place a cross (X) or a check ( if ) in a square at the left of each que st ion for which you desir e to vote.
A mark in the YES box means you are in favor , a mark in the NO box means you are opposed.
-

1

In all ea..e.. oi *Aork to be dorii 1 by contract, the purchase of property or lease
of any kind or the rendering of any service lo the city amounting to more th.nt
two thousand dollars tSZ. OOO .OO), competitive bids shall be secured before any
purchase is made or an> contract awarded , except lor the services of expert
witnesses lobe emp loyed by tlie city in present or anticipated legal action.

132

Treasurer of State

I B ¦
"

I.

I II. When the amount is more than two thousand dollars tS2.000.00. hid- shall
he advertised by a notice to he published in dt fea-r two (__| issues of a newspape r printed within the city. "

C^ ) & K > *4 &s l 4 - '
^^a^u^
Samuel Shap iro

YES NO

j

QUESTION NO. 2

15,735 ,000.00

Authorized effective 7/1/84 But Not Yet Issued

OF M A I N E

Nominees to be elected at the General Election ,
November 6, 1964, in the
City of Waterville , Ward 1 (pari of), Wa rd 2 (part of ), Ward 3,
Ward 4 (part of) and Ward 6 (part of)

BOND ISSUE

"Do you favor a $13,425,000 bond issue for buildings at the
vocational-technical institutes and a tug boa t at the Maine Maritime

A person , candidat e or political committee who prepares or circulates a
paper in the form of a ballot or a part thereof on which is imprinted the words
SPECIMEN BALLOT or the instructions for voting on a ballot, shall have
committed a Class E crime.

Academy ?"

Total estimated debt service of 819,885,781.25 of which pr inci pal is $13,425,000, estimated interest at 8.75% over 10 y ears is
9.f x A f .f i 7«. o<z

YES
2

NO

1
F^T| I
I
I I

1
I
i

YES
3 1I

" "i
I

NO
1

jj
I_______
I

;

YES

NO

" "I r -"" I
4 1I
I I
I
'"
!

YES

NO
" H| I""™1
5 1
I
1 I
I

YES

NO
I"-1
6 "n
I J r I

SPECIMEN BALLO T

BOND ISSUE
"Shal l a bond issu e be authorized in the amount of 86,000,000
to build courthouses?"
Total estimated debt service of $8,887,500 of whi ch princi pa l is
$6,000,000, estimated interest at 8.75% over . 10 years is
$2,887,500.

MAKE A CROSS (X) OR A CHECK MARK (/ •) IN THE SQUARE AT
TrfE LEFT OF THE NOMINEE FOR WHOM YOU WISH TO VOTE.
YOU MAY VOTE FOR A PERSON WHOSE NAME DOES NOT APPEAR
O N THE BALL OT BY WRITING IT AND THE PERSON'S MUNICI PA LITY
OF RESIDENC E IN THE PROPER BLANK SPAC E AND MA RKING
THE SQUARE AT THE LEFT. DO NOT ERASE NAMES.

BOND ISSUE
"Shall a bond issue be au thorized in the amount of $16,500,000
for buildin gs at the University of Maine?"
Total estimated debt service of $24,440,625 of which princi pal
is $16,500,000, estimated interest at 8.75% over 10 years is
$7,940,625.

\Vot e forONE

BOND ISSUE
"Sh all a bon d issue be authorized in the amount of $10,035,000
to build and repa ir prisons?"
Total estimated debt service of 814,864,343.75 of which princi pal is $10,035,000, estimated interest at 8.75% over 10 years is
$4,829,343.75.

DAVIS. ANGELA Y.
Oakland , California

REAGAN, RONALD
? Coleta , California

BUSH, GEORGE
Houston , Texas

NO
\ P"T|
7rI
II' I
*—"' ¦— J
mm

and

FERRARO. GERALDINE A. Democrat
Forest Hills, New York
Republican

SERRETTE, DENNIS L. and COSTA , FRAN CES H.
? Jersey City* New Jersey
New York , New York

a

Vole for ONE

-

FOR UNITE D STATES SENATOR

? COHEN , WILLIAM S., Bangor
? MITCHELL , ELIZABETH H„ Vassalboro

i

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
"Shall the Constitution of Maine be amended to limit the life of
bonds authorized but not issued?"

Republican
Democrat

? STODDARD; P. ANN. Brooks

D

V ole for ONE

¦
•

FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS

? HOBBINS , BARRY J„ Saco
Q McKERNAN, JOHN R., Jr., Cumberland

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
Shall the Constitution of Maine be amended by a resolution of
the Legislature to provide for an equal rights amendment?

' p
,¦

,

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDME NT
"Shall Ihc Constitution of Maine he amended to allow ihc Legls.
latti re to set tlie limit fat? guaranteed business loans lo Maine
Veterans?"

Democrat
Republican

-.

;

Vole for ONE

FOR STATE SENATOR (Dl-trict 17)

? KANYJUDY C ^Waterville

D -

Vole for ONE

YES

FOR PRESIDENT and VICE-PRESIDENT
O F THE UNITED STATES

and
NiALL . GUS
? Yonkers , New York
\
MONDALE , WALTER F. and
? Minneapolis, Minnesota

lo the LEGISLATURE
(District 90)

Q JOSEPH , RUTH, Waterville

Democrat

? LY FORD , PETER G., W aterville

Republican

¦

D

'

Vole for ONE
v.

YES

NO
1
P "' I l""™|
I
| I
8 ¦"¦"^"|I—J

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
"Shnir the Constitution of Maine be amended so that no water.
craft will be taxed as pcrAonnl property, provided there is an excise
|
nx on gomc watcrcraft collected and used by municipalities?"

Democrat

•
'••••••FOR REPRESENTATIVE

PI BAZINET , LEO , Win throp

.

FOR SHERIFF
'

*

Rcpubliam

? DUNN , THOMAS S., Albi on
Q HACK CTT, FRANK A., Jr„ Auguata

D

Vole for ONE

Democra t

? JABAR , GEOriCE M. II , Watorvillo

D

•

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER (DlmHcl No. 3)

? IJOUDREAU , MARK A. , Watorvillo

Republican

¦

W

DcmncrM

¦
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LI NC • CONGRATULATIONS!!!!!!
WE'RE PSYCHED FOR YOU
Second Floor
Welcome to Mental Ward 216 - alias Trauma Village
From broken Q-tips to broken hearts • Tune in tomorrow for the next traumatic episodeStarring Skippy, Shirley and Muffy

Walt ,
Who was that person watching TV in you room all
last week?

Bert
How can someone be both unlucky in cards and in
love? Your poker needs help.

•Help save an endangered species. Please make
checks payable to: The Brongs Beast Fund care of
Walt.

Beware ttte Phantom and Phantom's roomate
Who've been crackers about yousince an early date.
Your docksiders were a target of our latest attack
And ... what else will we do? Well, just guard your

back!

Oh, aren't we silly, leadin you astray?
But well get you my pretty. You can't get away!

K InG
You turkey lover you!

So, remember tomorrow , or whenever we strike,

Krista-

So I won't see you and her recreating the postcard.
huh? Damn!

-Guess

KSP...
Watc h out the Big "M" happens when you least expect it, at the strongest limes. The Big "D" left you
behind, huh?
-Hugs and Kisses . . . You're Queer!
Me

Twiggie, Jen, and Roomie,

Best of Luck this weekend in the tourney!You'll find
me watching from 126H.
-Me
JB.
Come home,you're only getting a sunburn ' I miss
you and your presence is dreadfully needed at this
very moment in time. We don't need to go anywhere,
right?!
-Seni Seviyorum! Forever,

Me

To the Drummond Bag Lady:
Housing called." Please leave your room-deposit
for second semester at Roberts Desk, sorry, they
couldn't get you the couch by the mailboxes,so you'll
have to settle for -the Whitney Room.
-The Drummond Dirt
M.C. (Or is it TL?)Where 's Frank? The T.L. status may soon disappear. Or is "the Bird"taking over?!"
-M.C.
OK Sarahs,
''The race is on and it looks like heartaches'' • You
hav .until Christmas,and may the best player win.
Love From,
I'm not voting
TO ALL DRUMMOND RESIDENTS:
Just remember this rule of thumb:
It 's a VERY SMALL SCHOOL
It 's an even SMALLER DORM
We have VERY BIG EARS
And even BIGGER MOUTHS. •
•The Drummond Dirt
P.S. Mitch - the walls are VERY THIN too !

We 'll keep in touch, don't worry ! I can'l wait until
Thanksgiving. I've missed you.

¦ " H-

Mike-You've said some NASTY things here this week,
but we 'll have our revenge and get you at Foss Friday Night. No treats for you, just tricks!
To T and S in J,
There's"5een a lot of broken glass and hearts this

week, just keep smiling!!!! It's almost the weekend.
Michelle,
Making progress,keep up the good work and keep
smiling!!!
-T
Do you need financial aid? Many scholarships are
avai lable. Don't miss out on aid that could save you
$$$. Free details,no obligation: Services SD, 5120
Ed. Montpetit,number 9 Montreal,Canada H3W 1R2.
To Jerri
Thanks for the ride last weekend. You've always
beeen a great pal and I appreciate it.
Love, Joyce
D.D.
You know he love you,yeah, yeah yeah ... Wr ite the
card!!!
Love • Batglrl

MUBPH - Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, 3,000
times.

I love you.

ndn

Sha ron

To Mis. E. and Mr. T.:
Hope you had a happy Halloween.
Mr. T - you can lake your mask oil now. Halloween
is over.
Love,
baby spud
To our favorite RA,
Hope your days in the woods weren't too peacefulChristmas in NYC, oday? You bring the booze, we'll
get the tree.
Three Impressionable Frosh
Spon.Ta'Ne.ous
1. Acting in accordance with or resulting from natural
feeling, temperament or disposition without compulsion, restraint or premeditation.
2. Sc heduling form must be completed and returned to activities office befo re noon ol the Wednesday
before the date of the function. Jogging ability recommended to find up to six required signatures: strong
wrists advised to sign through .six carbon copies.

Ken ,

Grow a beard, eh?
Leo
Dence and Vinnis,
Do real men have those kinds of pictures? Let's get

to geth er f or some 'za real soon.
Just curious

SarahMaybe that one WASN'T for you, but this one just
may be. But only If you keep smiling...
WeezyThe kisses may be sweet
but Lanky Lancers
far su rpass
grimy Paris knighls!
Miss you'll

Thanks for a t ruly "Hard-Care" weekend. We had a

great time! Love, your friends from the place to be.

Thanks so much for such a great birthday. You guys
are really special!
B.P Happy 19thl You are still our favorite freshman,
you lady In while . .. Love, the Ladies In red and in
polk dots

P.O. and Mama P.
Do geeks get Roses, too? Next, Remember: even
Freefall's better than a frosh.

-Upperclass Freshmen

j

Gin PupYou may talk of studs on the air, but we know who
the real one is.
Take care of M.L.
To Mommy's little witch,
Did you drink any witch's brew lately?
Have a happy halloween
and happy birthday
Love,
L.F., K.S., G.C.

Mel and Pup,
Are you two going to the party as "A happy loving
couple"?
-a curious friend

If everyone went lo the Mary Low Commons Halloween party dressed as Sarah on Friday night, then
we REALLY wouldn't know which one was whlchl
To our HRThe shower cap was a nice touch.
Did I t impress thai guy last Thursday
Or was it that sexy (lannel nightie???
•301

Seem B.
You are music to my ears.
-An Admirer
w

Kalhy,
Too bad we didn't get to meet your BEST FRIEND,
-the Drummond Dirt
To the Teepee, the Edi Fire, Beatrice, Maude,Agnes .
Mildred, Martha, Myrthe, Bertha, Thelma,Lauta.et
al - Thanks tor the wigorous, enchanting weekend!
Maybe I'l recover by 1999! To be repeated soon!
Lili,
Gazebo,
Henrietta

Mitch

Sorry you had to.lake something off to put something
on.
•The Drummond Dirt
K.
When do we pull the next one? It's been a lon g tim e
since I ran in the moonlight; well maybe 2 weeks.
Clap
'
Nancy,
Technicolor Yawn?
Porcelain Prayers?
Driving the Bus?
Anyway you put it, you lost it! Perhaps Pepto-Bismol
would have helped. (Ease the corners of the saltine
down, maybe)
•The Drummond Dirt
The Drums? The Drums? ...Oh he knew that. Really
he knew, that!

To the young fascists'.
Even Republicans will burn in a nuclear holocaust.
Remember that on Nov. 6th.

TAYLOR SOCCER
a winning tradition.
Greg,
By the time the paper comes out, I t will be less
than a week until you're here. Just be prepared for
cult ure shook Waterville , Maine is a LITTLE bit different than Davis, California.
The couch awaits you I
-Sheila

Deares t Mom ,

Why don't we bring everything upstairs Instead of
leaving It downstairs?... And for Ihe last time my box
number is 338! I! You only have six more weeks to
remember thai.
-Your loving daughter,
Suzy

BROWS!

J ffi

and find books by
KiPMIi
Stephen King, Joseph Heller ,
fe'^iJij lJ
Gloria Steinem, and Alice Munroe |^' ^^)
^
. ,y m o among the many new titles in

I didn't see you this weekend, and Idid promise to
tell you, so here goes. Sophomore year, I had a
massive crush on you for mosl of first semester.
There was no way I could have told you in a sober
state.
a former admirer

Roberts Union
Waterville , ME 04901

To Tom's guitar,
Rob's dreams of her car.
To popcorn all over the place.

To strumm ings of Tim,

Bev cleaning with vim,

And the Greek god-like pal we called "Face.'
I remember it well

When our dear Rynnie fell...
Oh, I'll miss all those seniors so much!
There's Carole and Red
Brit Lisa's spiked head
And "Ma Maura" inspiring the Bunch!
"Did I get any mail?"
was artistic Heidi's wail.
To "THE RAT" we all give our salute !
To Lisa and Phil,
and "Photos by Bill"
Little John and the Bish being cute.

,

To Juls and her smile,
and to Rat's no-neck style,
Then there's JJ, our disco dance king !
Playglrl nudes for Denise,
"
And Mom's cookies tor Chris,
And to Heather's DU doos with wings !

Taylor 4th
That's a funny toilet you have. It did seem a little
awkward Sat. night. How do you flush it?

Greg,
"Why the —- are they giving me a' test on Friday,
when they know Iam going to the Pub on Thursday?"
Susu

Greg, if you were a "Real Man" you could hit the
ceiling,
Greg, my plants need watering.
-Spanky

¦MLC

To LilaThe caring, intelllgnet woman who will someday
be the doctor of my8 kids! Keep ol sharing that happy personality with the wolrd and I think we'll make it.
Love Always
A,

If I was your roommate would you show me the same
late-night attention?

What do Hillside, Johnson and Soccer Players" all'
have in common -Good times!!

TIM YOU MAN!!!

Are K and B wailing? Keep plans in mind and

remember: no , she'll never really know how much,

Delores,
,
Yes you will be a dirty old woman! No male over 18
need apply! Love ya!
Gazebo
To Janet
Congrats on the scholarship! Someday I know you'll
get more than you deserve. You're a nifty person I'm
glad to know.
Love, Yolckie

but we will.

Any Colby men interested in becoming Big Brothers,
please contact Sue White at 873-7471 or Louisa Bell
at ext. 2457.
2nd Floor Buddies:
Chill Out Guys.
My mind is my own.

•Harriet

When this appears , we will be less than a week away

f roma.general election, but the Colby Democrats will
probably still ahve done next to noihlng to Influence
its outcome.
•Frustrated Freshman

Cryptic Cohorts ,
Time to tighten tomb security. The undead are leaking out.
With respect ,
The Wolf(D4C)
¦
T.P,
Take a walk on the wild side with us.
¦Innocence and Purity

LOST(and greatly missed!);
At the tent party on Sat. Oct. 27, someone picked
up my Calvin Klein Blue jean jacket. Iwould really
appreciate It If whoever has It would please return
It to me)!! Thank you VERY much.
-Sue
x. 2653

Rulln ' Toolin ' Guy,
When 's the Little Fat boy show going on the air? Is

Orson Welles the first guest? So fine, so fine.,.
•Groovy chicks In 3-Twelve
S & M, DBK , & B:
Who 's gonna do some lines tonight?

——:

BAGEL BREAKFAST , Sunday . Nov. 4 al
10:00 a.m. Robins Room Roberts , All
parents and students invited. Includes
Discussion: "On Being Jewish nt Colby: an
open dis cu ssi on " wi t h R abbi R a ymond
Krinsky nnd Prof , Lewis Lester.

THE OUTING CLUB WILL HOST John
Cook in of the Nntionnl Outdoor Leadership
School (N.O.L.S.) or) Wednesday night the
6th of November , Location will lie posted
on the Outing Club Board by Roberts Desk.
John will show slides and lalk about
N.O .L.S. programs and the N.O.L.S, ethic.
OUTING CLUB EQUIPMENT SALE
starts this week offering a 15 percent discoun t on name brand i t ems (L owe ,

»,

M&M Poker- an uncommonly good game this Friday night, You know who, you know where... and really,
I'm gonna win this lime,Ashley. Ace ol Hearts, Be
serious and get out the greonsl .
To the Monster Monkey:
The word Is out • you're after my roommate , here
aro a couple clues on how to win hor heart. 1) beat
her often 2) wear leather 3) invest In diamonds 4)
never, NEVER tell her to "relax."

Announcements

COLBY IN SALAMANCA: There will be
an or ganizational meetin g foi stttdcnts interested in going to Salamanca , Spain
(1985-1986 academic year) on Th rusday,
November 8 at 6:00 p.m., Lovejoy 318.

Oollioi Sookstokb

To pickles of dill
Still training with Jill,
Tall Chris's sharp threads were his trait.
To Sara and John
And Steve and Lee's bong
And debutante Darce on a date.

Drew ,

RTBLet's pretend we're married...

H'Suhlicht' wt« annus mss

¦ Colby

Twisted Sisters,
Crime pays.
P.S. What do you want for thanksgiving?

HSC,
'
What are you going as on Friday? I'm going to be
out of my mind by then, so I need to know soon!
Haliatta.

Good luck with you know who!. Grace Jones can do
anything remember.
. -The DT's

• - .

Well, I hope all goes great!
'Though we did separate,
I'll remember our floor as the Best !
Those fun times.in our past
,
Surely won't be. our last.
Have a good one and party with . zest!
- Liebe aus Saulzburg • Laurie

to Tim A. in G.
Now that we know someone else lusts you we are
jealous. Please come tell us we're the only ones,
love,the luscious lasivious' ladies

Alex ,

To last years 2nd-floor Averill:
A long distance dedication.
Our floor was great
There's no debate.
A tight-knit lot- were we.
I still recall
Our rowdy hall ,
'Though was across the sea ...

Regan's Pizza by Norm
Birthday fests in the dorm.
To Steve's elf, waterfights, and the Ax!
To "Voluptous Beasts,"
Garfield on our room lease:
Roomie Sue, you are missed "to the max!!"

Grace,
It was wonderful to see you come alive this
weekend. Too bad we can't experience such great
substance abuse every weekend!!! Let's pray for a
showy winter.
Love you,
Lili

__. __ . _». ___ .,_>. .___
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JNR,
,
]
A passport comes in handy (if it matters). Catch you
later!
K

Personals

GretchYou're the best,1 always knew it! It's only uphill from
here !
-¦Always here,
Laura

Time Fairy,

We are one target phantoms,and our target's YOU,
Mike. -

JNR,
I'm lost somewhere in an unfamiliar land - no mail,
no TP,no WWII,no YKW. Such Is the wretched and
lonely life I lead. Care to join me?
K

Patagonia , Forrest , SMC , and many
others) , Open to all outing club members.
Place orders in Outing Club room during
ro om hours soon,

JAN-PLAN - any students not participating
in the 1985 Jtin-Plan who wish to remain on
cam pus must get a form from the Dean of
Students Office to be signed by a Faculty
Sponsor , This must he completed arid
returned to the Dean of Students Office by
December 1 4, 1984. Forms attainable in
• •
Lovejoy 1 10.
A DOPTION SEARCH ¦any Students who
have been sepa rated from blrili f fro m
rela tives through adoption and wish to
search for those relations arc invited to a
meeting of the Adoption Search Consul tants
of Maine on November 3, 1984 at tlie Oblnte
Fathers Retreat House , Au gus t a , from 1 to
4 p.m. Please write to (he ASCME for more
inf o if you cannot attend , P.O. Box 2703,
South Portland , ME , 04106.

To the People'' inspiring
by JANE TWAIN
In these times of nuclear threat,
racial discrimination and poverty, it is
refreshing to know there are people
who dedicate their lives to social
refofiri and peace. One such group of
people is the Boston based Little Flaggs
Theater who performed Friday night
in Given Auditorium. Their musical
production, "To the People" was
directed at telling "the people'.' that
although there is great social unrest ,
the people must act and play a responsible role in changing our selfdestructive world.
The group is comprised of eight actors and actresses who perform their
own songs and skits. They also provide
their own musical accompaniment,
consisting of two guitars, a piano, and
a drum. Their simplistic musical construction and simplistic costumes
reflect their simple statement to the audience to get involved with

ameliorating society. ;
One way they conveyed their
message was by acting as society's past
heroes of social reform. Mother Mary
Jones was a symbolic figure for labor
reform , and was appropriately played
by an elderly actress. This particular
actress was especially inspirational
because she made the audience feel as
if she was still fighting for her beliefs
in aiding the poor oi world peace.
Then our own youth and vigor should
follow suit.
They touched on various other social
reformists such as Chile's Seguel.
Social issues such as South Africa and
Grenada were also dealt with.
They conveyed the idea that the
growing automation of society is
destructive in its indifference toward
individuality. They included one
especially sensitive issue for the
American - the dessimation of the
American Indian. By pointing out the

evils of our society they want the audience to realize that social evil in the
form of greed and discrimination does
exist and must be checked.
The Little Flaggs Theater members
spent two weeks in Russia last year at
the International Music Festival for
Peace, where they said the Russian audiences as well as other foreign audiences were very receptive to their
movement. There are an abundance of
peace-oriented peoples everywhere and
for ten years the internationally known
Little Flaggs Theatre has been trying
to get these people together to.act. Action, they said, is the only hope in
achieving more idealistic circumstances
in which to live. Their dedication, as
well as the heroic figures which they
immortalize on stage, should be inspirational to us (especially as we represent an intellectual institution) to act
on issues we feel are socially
destructive.

An enthusiastic audience watches the Colby-ettes,Colby 8's and
alumni perform.

Movie Review

Body Double: Humor and Horr or
by JOHN PROROK

Abrams & Anderson
by NASH ROBBINS

, ,„

,

"Some people have a bias against improvisational comedy," said Lesley Abn' .v- . . ""V" liko '< *' *¦ ~n f ?r f. <; . r.; ;vs
other stuff , or something/ Last Thursday night, however,
Abrams and Anderson, an improvisational comedy team,
proved to any doubters in the audience that their form of
comedy is, if anything, funnier than any other.
In front of perhaps 100 people, the team performed a
series of skits'based on objects and places suggested by the
audience. Although college audiences can be similar and ,
therefore, dull for the team , Thursday 's crowd was ' 'a lot
of fun ," said Tom An.i«\s.. . "'. - • '. •:'' - •. .• vhen the
second thing someone c.ilk wi • m, <; :i . :. : ; . . • * ¦ - ::>m& 10
be an interesting night ," lu' .:dt:t J ,
The pair have been on the college circuit for four years
now , travelling mostly through Massachusetts and Connecticut from their headquarters in Portland. They also perform occasionally in New York nightclubs.
"I like to mix it up, " sa id Anderson, "to do some college shows and some theater stuff. " In all, they do an
average of three shows a week.
Of course, they enjoy it. "We love to. make each oth er
laugh ," he said. "We're relaxed on stage, we enj oy
ourselves."
Being relaxed is also the key to getting the audience to
participate. "We're relaxed, in control. That lets everybody
relax," said Abrams. Audiences, however , should not be
too relaxed ,
"Beer, gin -- that stuff relaxes people for us, but it puts
us out of control ,"she said. "Nine times out of ten , we 're
in charge. But sometimes, we get what wc call 'a wall of
sound ,' where you get so many replies to a question that
y ou can't make anything out. "
"Either that , " ad ded And erson," or else they 're ignorin g you entirely, "
Another problem that the team has begun to meet on thecollege oircuit is hecklers. "We were lucky. Wc started out
in Maine, where people are more relaxed , bo it was no problem, But now , In New York'and so on, we sometimes get
people who are drunk or whatever, " said Anderson. They
have, however, learned to deal with the problem. "It' s
automat ic ," he said .'Mt seems that we've learned to deal
Continued on pag* 18

A Brian De Palma film is certain to guarantee one
thing-controversy. The debate usually centers around
topics of sex, violence, misogyny and plagiarism.
With his new thriller, BODY DOUBLE, Mr. De
Palma avidly welcomes more discussion .
Brian De Palma has a unique sense of humor and
of horror. The two are essential elements of his filmmaking and are inevitably intermixed. In most of his
recent films, Mr. De Palma has been able to achieve
an effective balance between the humor and the horror. The results were delightfully terrifying movies
like CARRIE , THE FURY, and DRESSED TO
KILL. The successful formula has been the combination of a keen eye for subtle and ironic humor with
a visually brutal and confronting explosion of
violence wrapped in mystery. The lone exception to
this recipe is the excessive gangster file SCARFACE
which had a bizarre charm uniquely its own. BODY
DOUBLE is a return to De Palma's winning ways.
Craig Wasson plays an actor named Jake whose
claustrophobia costs him a job in a third rate, sleazy
vampire movie. Circumstances worsen when he
returns home to find his girlfriend in bed loudly enjoying the services of another man. Out on a limb,
Jake happens to befriend a fellow actor (Gregg
Henry) who can get him a job housesitting. The house
is an incredible concoction overlooking a valley, and
its most satisfying luxury is a view of the daily ritual
performed by a beautiful woman. Jake becomes a

voyeur and is hooked . He becomes involved in a
mystery which leads to a particularly gruesome
murder and a role in a porn flick . To describe
anymore of the plot would give away too much if
the story's surprises.
All of the controversial elements are boldly used
in BODY DOUBLE and this time plagiarism is the
most discussed aspect. REAR WINDOW could be
considered sources to be footnoted in BODY DOUBLE; but De Palma is not satisfied with paying
homage to Hitchcock, he's taking the fundamental
elements of a Hitchcock movie a step further while
still managing to poke some fun at the old master's
means.
DePalma has done this previously: in DRESSED
TO KILL , he explored Hitchcock 's preoccupation
with lust , guilt , and punishment. For BODY DOUBLE he brings to the surface the voyeuristic undertones of REAR WINDOW . This doesn't mean that
BODY DOUBLE is only accessible to Hitchcock
buffs; on the contrary, the film is essentially a
mystery full of plot twists and ironies which should
easily entertain most viewers. Parts of the initial half
of the movie may seem overdrawn , but it's all a part
of De Palma 's visual seduction. Don't resist.
BODY DOUBLE is a very effective and frightening mystery. De Palma 's style has a natural grace and
eroticism which greatly outclasses most of today's
simplistic and artificial thrillers. BODY DOUBLE
clearly establishes Brian De Palma as the successor
to Alfred 'Hitchcock.

Off the Record
by JEFF THAXTER
The Psychedelic Furs are one of those bands that
has always seemed to-defy categorization. They're
danceable, but they 're not dance music;, t h ey were
never "punk ," and they don 't really fit in with "new
wave" either. The Psychedelic Furs are, and always
have been, simply The Psychedelic Furs - no more ,
no less. Consequently, their fans are people willing
to accept them at face value without feeling that tlicy
have to pin a label on them. The Furs ha\e worked
h ard f or success but, to their credit , never felt that
they had to do it all overnight. The result has been
a gradual evolution of the band without being overwhelmed by greed and commercialism. Happily
enough, th eir fourt h album, "Mi rror Moves," shows
no sign of discontinuing this trend.
Perhaps the most pleasing aspect of "Mirror
Moves" is its unfailing consistency . In fact, \^m hard
pressed to see any specific reason for "The Ghost
i n You " receivin g such heavy.air play at the expense
of the rest of the album. All nine songs are outstandin g in different ways.
Par ticularly worthy of attention are "Here Come
Cow b oy s " and "Like a Stranger, " Both are traditional sounding Fufs ,- however the level of technical
competence far exceeds what was once percicved os
the band's outer limi ts. For n hint at the direction

the band may be heading in, check out "Heartbeat"
and "Alice's House" - each displays tinges of a
deeper, more polished sound and stands up to competition with "The Ghost in You " in all respects.
"Mirror Moves" is not one of those albums with two
hits and six or seven filler songs. It can be enjoyed
in it s ent i rety ,with new insights gained from each
successive playing.
The Psy chedlic Furs disti nctive sound comes from
t hroe basic areas, most prominent of which is Richard
Butler 's voice. His raspy tones fall somewhere between a whisper and an acute case of indigestion and
never spare a drawn out British accent. Secondly
conies John Asitton 's driving guitar work. It' s innovat ive enough for lead, yet never loses the rhythm
and consistency necessary to hold the sound together.
Finally, there is Mars Williams on saxophone , He
is that key variable that allows the Furs to switch
gears ,from the more intense ballads to qttickcr and
more upbeat lunes. Dnimmer Keith Forsely and
Bassist Tim Butl er each h ave t heir moment s , h owever
the y primarily serve ns timekeepers.
Thus it is the Furs increased ability to play off one
another that creates a fuller and more impressive
sound in "Mirror Moves," I t's a giant step forward
for the band, and should emerge as one of 1984's
better albums. If you didn 't pick up a copy over the
summer, obtaining one now wbuld certainly be
money well spent.
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Stu-A film
preview

Pleader 's
films to be
shown

by DOUG SCALISE

include Laurie, a lovely high school girl
(well-played by Jamie Lee Curtis of
HALLOWEEN is a horror movie, TRADING PLACES), and her two
made for a mere $300,000 by director girlfriends. Meanwhile, the audience
John Carpenter, that will absolutely N\ waits in dread for the inevitable.
frighten the hell out of you. HALLOIt's the waiting that is crucial:
WEEN is a superb exercise in the art Carpenter understands that the apof suspense, and it has no socially prehension of horror is more unnervredeeming value whatsoever.
ing than the actual event. He spares us
Its plot is straight from the butcher graphic scenes of blood and gore, but
shop: a maniacal killer with a knife he plays on our expectations of
stalks young .womeh on a Halloween violence like a sadistic maestro. At the
night in a small Illinois town. Impure end - he introduces a mythical twist
and simple, Carpenter 's style, that leaves the audience in cruel,
however, is another matter. From the uneasy suspension. HALLOWEEN is
movie's dazzling prologue in 1963 to well worth seeing.
its chilling conclusion in 1978 we are
being pummeled by a master
manipulator. It begins in virtuoso
Wednesday, November 7, Stu-A
style.
films will be presenting MR. SMITH
In one long, sensuously sustained GOES TO WASHINGTON. This is
tracking shot - taken we soon discover one of a series of great films that comfrom the killer's point of view - the bines the talents of director Frank
camera sneaks up on a window, spies Capra and Jimmy Stewart. Made in
a necking teenage couple heading for 1934 the film features Stewart as a
an upstairs bedroom, saunters around s naive, idealistic young man from the
to the back door, and enters the house. country who unexpectedly gains a place
Inside, it catches a hand picking up a in the U.S. Senate. He achieves this
knife, stalks up the staircase, finds the position thanks to the machinations of
girl alone and undressed, watches her corrupt politicians who see in him an
through a Halloween mask as she is unintelligent country bumpkin who
slashed to death, then wheels around, they will be able to manipulate.-Of
descends the staircase and comes to a course, Stewart doesn't turn out to be
halt on the front lawn. Cut. The killer, quite the individual they thought he
we suddenly see, is the victim's was.
brother, an eight-year old boy.
Capra's vision of America may seem
From this point on, the tracking shot corny to some people. However, the
signals imminent danger. Years later, solid scripts and understated acting
the psychopath, now grown up, that characterize his films make them
escapes from" a mental institution and. sincere and clever statements of tlie
returns to the scene of his original era's conventional optimism and folksy
crime to wreak further havoc. His prey humanism.

Polistena, ITALY: A young Italian
woman has been sequestered for 12*
years underground in a cellar for having flirted with a shepherd. She has
been discovered accidentally by two
"Carabinieri" and she is considered by
the doctors as definitely physically and
psychologically injured.
-The International Club

'
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j^

London, UNITED KINGDOM: The
oldest British citizen is 2,500 years old.
He is a little bald, has red hair, and a
beard and his nails are perfectly
manicured. He probably died from
strangulation. He was discovered in
August in turf-moor of Cheshire. You
can visit him in the British Museum,
where he has been transferred and
where he lays down in.'a refrigeratedtomb.
-The International Club

Locomotion provided the music for Friday night's Halloween costume dance in Foss.
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Abbott Meader , visiting Associate
Professor of Art, is the author of 50
independent films, both commissioned and personal.-He is the recent recipient of a NEA (National Endowment
for the Arts) grant in a competition at
the Boston Film and Video
Foundation.
Films by Abbott Meader will be
shown at Railroad Square Cinema in
Waterville on Sunday, November 4, at
3 p.m. Included in the show will be
SOUTH SLOPE and SPEM IN
ALIUM along with two other short
films.
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Arts Notes

¦
Fri. Nov. 2 •:'

¦

Sun. Nov. 4

.

film: HALLOWEEN. Lovejoy 100,
7 and 9:30 p.m.
play: Anton Chekhov's "The Three
Sisters. " Strider Theatre, 8 p.m.
Sat. Nov . 3
Colby Crafts Fair: fieldhouse, 10
a.m. - 5 p.m.
film: HALLOWEEN. Lovejoy, 100,
7 and 9:30 p.m.
play: Anton Chekhov 's "The Three
Sisters. " Strider Theatre, 8 p.m.
Colby Community Symphony Orchestra Concert: Lorimer Chapel , 8
p.m., $3 adults, $1.50 children , free
with Colby I.D., tickets available at the
door.

Music from Marlboro , Siring
Quartet: Given Auditorium, 3 p.m.; $7
aidults, $4 students.
films by Prof. Abbott Meader,
Railroad Square Cinema, 3 p.m.

Musi c from
Marlboro
on Sunday

Wed . Nov.. 7
film: MR SMITH GOES TO
WASHINGTON. Lovejoy 100, 7 and
9:30 p.m.
film: UNION MAIDS. Lovejoy 215,
7 p.m.
art exhibit: "Italian Landscapes,"
by Gina Werfel and HearnePardee on
display in the art museum until Dec. 2.

The Colby-ettes and Colby 8's performed in Given last Sat. night
as part of Homecoming activites. Here,Colby 8 alumni perform
together once again.

| PIZZA by NORM I
41 TEMPLE STREET
PHONE: 872-2400
MON-SAT
SUN & HOLIDAYS

10:30 am to 12:00 pm

We Deliver!

4:00pm to 11:00pm

Complete new line of Fried Foods!
And remember Bruins fans - Cable T.V,
Also: Beer on tap. Buy 1 pitcher , 2nd V. price.

I

With this coupon:
10 percent off any larg e pizza.

The Music from Marlboro String
Quintet will be at Colby Sunday, Nov.
4, to play the music of Beethoven,
Shostakovich and Mendelssohn in the
second performance of, the 1984-85
Colby Community Music Series.
The concert will be at 3 p.m. in
Given Auditorium. Tickets may be
purchased at the door or through series
subscriptions.
The Quintet in C Minor , by
Beethoven, Quartet in B-flat Minor, by
Shostakovich, and Quintet in B-flat
Major , by Mendelssohn , are on the
program.
The artists are Ida Levin, violinist ,
winner of the 1983 Avery Fisher Career
Grant and graduate of the Juillard
School who has performed at the
White House with Rudolph Zerkin;
Carmit Zori , violinist , winner of the
1984 Naumburg Competition , a
graduate of the Curtis Institute of
Music who has played with the
Philadelphia Orchestra and the New
York Philharmonic; Philipp Naegele,
violist; William R. Kenan , Professor
of Music at Smith College who has performed eight seasons with the
Cleveland Orchestra under George
Szell; Katherine Murdoch , a founding
member of the Beacon Chamber
Soloists and member of the Boston
Chamber Music Society and Boston
Musica Viva; ' and Sara Sant 'Ambriogio, cellist, winner of the 1984 C.B.
Dealey Awards, the 1983 Mae M .
Whitaker International String Competition and the 1982 Schumann
Competition.

"Terror in the - . Aisles"
by JOHN MOORE

TERROR IN THE AISLES is a fairly good film about
horror and suspense movies. The film , which resemhjes a
documentary, shows both old and new clashes in the horror genre.
In TERROR IN THE AISLES, many of the most famous
horror films are represetned by 3 or 4 minute clips from
the movies. Excerpts from movies such as 'The Exorcist,"
"Halloween," "American Werewolf in London," "Jaws,"
"Psycho ," "Frankenstein ," and -"Alien " appear
throughout the film.
TERROR IN THE AISLES does more than just show
movie clips. This film tries to inform viewers about the
workings of horror films. TERROR JN THE AISLES explores such questions as "why do people need to be scared?"
and "why do people go to these often violent films?" The
film also explains what awillian is through various examples
of films. TERROR IN THE AISLES shows who the vic-

ssis
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tim most likely will be and why.
Particulate infomative in TERROR IN THE AISLES is
the segment in which Alfred Hitchcok talks about the difference between shock and suspense. Hitchcock tells the audience, in his now famous bomb-under-the-table example,
that suspense is created by giving the viewer some information in order to create the tension. The viewer must see
the bomb under the table if suspense is to build. On the
other hand, shock is created because no information is given
to the audience. The audience is shocked when the bomb
explodes without ever knowing that it was under the table.
The classic shower scene in "Psycho" was used as an example of suspense, and the eruption of a grotesque animal
from a man 's chest in "Alien" was used as an example of
shock .
TERROR IN THE AISLES is a must film for horror
buffs. The film shows so many different clips that part of
the appeal is to see how many of the different films you
can actually name. TERROR IN THE AISLES is entertaining as well as informative.
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The Italian Landscapes art exhibit opened Sun., featuring paintings by faculty members Gina Werfel and Hearne Pardee. The
exhibit will be on display until Dec. 2.

Student
Discount
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Now DeOrsey's offers a special discount to all college "\
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Where is it?

Crafts fair
this weekend
The fourteenth annual Colby Craft
Fair will be held Sat., Nov . 3, from 10
am to 5 pm in the fieldhouse. More
than ninety native Maine craftspeople
will exhibit their works which include
w eavi n g, knitting, patchwork , handmade clothes , and other fabrics , pott ery, jew e lr y, metal , furniture ,
woodenware , candles , dried flowers ,
h erbs , and stained glass.
Colby exhibitors at the fair will consist of a faculty and staff table and a
group of international students selling
native pastries.
Proceeds from the fair have helped
to support various craft programs at
Colby in past years. Most recently,
Colby used the money to purchase new
equipment for the Pottery Studio in the
basement of Roberts Union.

The fourteenth annual Colby Crafts Fair will be in the fieldhouse
on Saturday from 10 am to 5 pm. Pictured above is a large handbuilt slab and coil stoneware pot by Nancy Meader, exhibiter and
instructor of the Pottery Jan Plan.

Hallstrom debuts with orchestra
In his debut as its Symphony conducto r and music direc-

tor , Jonathan F. Hallstrom will conduct the Colby Com-

munity Symphony Orchestra in the first concert of the
1984-85 season. The performance will be in Lorimer Chapel
of Colby at 8 p.m. Saturday , Nov . 3.
In its 41st season , the Colby Orchestra will perform
Beethoven 's Overture to "Egrnont ," Vivaldi's Concerto for
Two Violins and Strings and Tchaikovsky 's Second Symphony, "The Little Russian." The Vivaldi will feature David
Rudge and Roberto Gonzales as violin soloists.
Hallstrom , who is also Assistant Professor of Music ,
former ly led the New Music Ensemble at the University of
Wisconsin and the Luther College orchestras in Decorah ,

Iowa, as well as the percussion ensemble and chamber orphestra at the University of Iowa. In 1983, he ea rn ed the
distinction of conducting the America n premiere of Johan
Halvorsen 's Symphony No. 2. An experienced composer ,
Hallstrom's most recent works include "...aus alien
Sternen...," for symphonic choir: "I have a persistent music
in me," for trombone and soprano; and "The Mad Farmer
Manifesto , " for mezzo-soprano and clarinet , which was
recently performed at the Maine Composers Festival.
Tickets , available a1 the door , are $3 for adults , $l .50
for children under 12, and free to students with
identification.

Continued from page 13

with hecklers really fast , to come up with a reply that takes
out their hostility or whatever it is."
The pair met during a course at the Second City Theater
in Chicago. ("You know , the Bellushis went there , Akroyd
went there , that place. " Anderson recited.) Before that ,
Abrams was an actress and Anderson was involved in
children 's theater.
"We were attracted to each other , so there is definitely
a chemistry between us that shows on stage ," said Anderson. Nonetheless, insists Abrams , nothing is rehearsed. "We
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Quality gauranteed or your money graciously returned.
Largest selection of convenience groceries in town.
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Many fine deli items — Hot Homemade Soups
Lasagna dinners - Our Fresh Baked Breads - Pasteries
Salads - Chef Sal ads
Selected Beers and Sodas on Special
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Photography as a moral calling,
rather than an art , was one theme of
Professor Larry Rudner 's slide show
and lecture "Photograph y and the
Holocaust."
Rudner spoke about Mendel
Grossman , a Polish Jew who took pictures secretly of the life and death of
a Polish slum during the Holocaust of
WWII.
Grossman was allowed to take
photos of Nazi officials in public , but
was forced to take pictures secretly of
the actual experimentation. He did this
by hiding his camera under a large
trenchcoat and sometimes by using a
self-made telephoto lens.
Film could be procured from the
Nazis for official photos, Otherwise
Grossman found film that had been
smuggled into Nazi territory.
Rudner said that Grossman 's
photography is difficult to classify into a genre. "These pictures are different ," said Rudner , "Grossman was

get together to talk about new game formats , but when we
try to give our own objects, it gets pretty predictable," she
said.
"It 's a great way to make a living, " said Abrams. "We
don 't have to hold down another job, like some actor friends
in New York. And we like to travel , that helps," agreed
Anderson. "What we're doing is ideal. "
The two have performed in Waterville, at the Courthouse ,
although no engagements are planned there in the near
future. They will , however , be in Portland , at the nightclub
Horsefeathers , on No>v. 8.

THE UL TMATE IN PIZZAS
SAND WICHES & STEAK SUBS

I

Holocaust slide show
by MARY BOSTON

• Abrams

y

Senior John Bates was the first of a
handful of students (and one faculty
member) who identified our last Where
is It? photo , winning a pair of tickets
to Stu-A films. If you think you know '
where the photo above was taken , you
could win a pair of tickets yourself ,
just by being the first to call the ECHO
with the right answer. The extension
is 2348, and if you get the answering
rnaching remember to leave your name
and number.
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The photographs are not meant to
exhibit any beauty , Vacant stares ,
poverty-stricken families , agonizing
scenes of separation at trains and
fences are subjects of Grossman 's pictures which reveal the horrifying reality
suffered in the Polish slum where he
lived.
Rudner is an associate professor of
English and of Slavic Languages at
North Carolina State University. He is
currently investigating the Holoca ust
and pre-Holocau st Jewish life . *
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not concerned with himself as a
witness."
Grossman took the secret pictures
with the hope that perhaps some would
leak outside Nazi territory and be seen
by others who could help.
Grossman's photographs provide a
detailed record of the suffering that the
Nazi' s incurred on the Jews. "There is
a real mora l urgency to his photo 's,"
said Rudner , "Grossman thought that
no one would be left " as a result of
Nazi persecution.
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Ail Ivy League Sp ri ng in New York
Qualified juni ors arc invited to apply for admission to Columbia
College as visiting students beginning in late January 1985, Full
access to housing, library resources , and upper division courses,
For further inf ormation and m application , write or call:
Columbia College Admissions Office
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New York, New York 10027
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Mondal©
for president

tt is not altogether inaccurate to say that the presidential election this year is the most important one voters
have been faced with in some decades. The ideological
split between the two candidates for office is overwhelming, and differences in tbe way each man would run bis
administration and the country are just as great.
The ECHO supports Walter Mondale and Gerahlme
Ferraro for President and Vice-Prestdetrt.
While it is true that he is not tlie most vibrant of candidates, Mondale 's policies are generally both more
reasonable and more fair-minded than are Reagan ' s.
In almost any area, from civil rights to the environment t o arms con tro l, Mondale favors plaits which can
only benefit America, increasing support for equal rights
measures , aid to educational institutions* and decreases
in outrageous spending by the Pentagon.
Clearly, neitiier candidate is perfect.This election, like
1
many of its processors , might be charac terized as a
choice between two evils, if such am extreme word may
he applied to either man!
Reagan , ' throughout his term in of flee , lias
demonstrated single-minded aggressiveness favoritism
towards the ricft and big business, __ad a lack of concern
for rights longconsidered basic to all men a&d countries.
Perhaps, however, it comes down to a question of
which man is to be trusted u> deal with, the ^.foreseeable
emergencies that the president may wellface. Of the two,
Mondale is morelikely to Itet rationally,cooly, and witli
consideration for the people his decision will affect-

To the Editor

ECHO needs to investigate

To the Editor:
I think one of the factors that leads
to the monotonous tone of the ECHO
is the fact that your newspeople apparently do not look for news, but
rather wait til it appears on the
doorstep. Of course, you have to
report about sports events and cultural
events - but you tend never to investigate into less obvious areas, instead , you let the letters to the editor
do your job for you - bringing forth
grievances or inqu iries that are of interest to us.
Since we have a new system this
year, why don 't you , too, do your part
to contribute to the Commons effort.
Instead of bland support for the
system , why don't you investigate it ,
let people Know what 's going on - what
are the main grievances or goals for the
Food Service Committee, for instance?
Are they wondering why, after all the
years Seller 's has worked for us , they
have continuously failed to be prepared
this year for meals - faced with the

dilemna of inadequate supplies of
food , trays, or clean silverware? Is this
a symptom of poor management , poor
organization , or unexpected migration
of students to different dining halls?
What about the room draw situation
for next year - or since it 's still early
- how do kids feel about the newly
renovated ex-fraternity houses? Will
these seven buildings suddenly be in demand next year because of their decor
and space??
What about the social life? Instead
of leaving your reporting of the social
life to the brief Safety and Security
Report - why don 't you investigate the
burdens which are placed on the
Heights residents every weekend? Or
maybe do a write-up on the exact
orders that Safety and Security receive
from the Administration in reference
to parties - so that those men in blue
stop being abused for doing their duty. Are they really ogres who hate noise
after 1 :00 - or are they just following
or ders ?

There's a lot going on at Colby - but
it 's not always an obvious event that
takes V/i hours to watch and 5
paragraphs to report. As a newspaper,
I would hope that you would be a little more curious about the undercurrents on our campus. Despite of , or
maybe in spite of , what seems like a
censorship overtone from ABOVE , ( ?)
I believe you could report a little more
in depth on the feelings of the student
body without being the least bit
d erogatory , and you may gain a more
interested readership. Face it , we
always find out the bad news about
football with , or without you - and
there are other things out there to
report which aren 't such old and
predictabl e news events!!!

To the Editor:
With friends like John O, Robinson ,
Colby has no need for Lisa Birnbach.
Birnbach , an outsider , came here and
was unfavorably impressed. Robinson
goes here and was so outraged by her
impressions that he would lodge pro test with The New York Times. The
Pentagon Papers his let ter is not.
Rather , it is a mclodramotic "defense
" of Colby 's "honor ," as though the
college were a delicate Victorian
maiden , a Southern belle perhaps ,
perilously close to losing her fragile virtue. Colby, however , is no Little Nell ,
nor do most of us on Mayflower Hill
inhabit the world of Gone With The
Wind .
Robinson 's letter-petition , which is
now being circulated for faculty as well
ns student signatures, provides , sad to
say, more of an inrlic tment of Colby
than anything asserted by Dirnbach.
Not only does it inadvertently paint
Colby 's students and teachers as
oversensitive narcissists unable to bear
up under a published scrutiny -worded
less generously ,stiy, than a college press
release, bill also the letter indicates that
at (his institution (he skills of good
writing go unrecognized , The first two
paragrap hs alone are rich in embarrassments , from (he wince-inducing
"Consiiiiilioniile.se" of the opening to ,
;\ few lines Inter , the oxymoronie "aiiilellec tiuilism at its zenith. " [How can

the absence of intcllcctualism , or
anything else, reach a high point?]
Set aside questions of style , and still
the letter is abundant in flaws of the
sort that would belie the value of a Colby education. For example , the author
of the letter is naive to suppose that a
decisive rebuttal against charges of student apathy is to point out that "the
college chapel was jammed to
overflowing " for a lecture given by a
celebrated nuclea r freeze spokeswoman
who draws crowds at campuses across
the country. Nor is it persuasive to
boast that the "campus effectively shut
down last year during lhe television
broadcast of 'The Day After '..,. 'True,
many Colby students avidly watched
this slick and highly commercial program , a broadcast that turned out io
be as boring as it was trite , but t hen ,
according to industry polls , so did one
hundred million oilier Americans. Being enthusiastic and obedient comsumers of heavily hyped public events ,
even those as legitimate as Helen
Caklicott 's , hardly makes us free from
apathy. To the contrary , a fundamental indication of our passivity is that
the campus "shul down " in order to
watch a television show ; musl we
humiliate ourselves by letting it publicly be known? It would have been an
entirely different nmller if we had
"shut down " two weeks earlier to protest the invasion of Grenada ,' Inn this

is not what occured , and whose fault
is it? Certainly not Lisa Birnbach 's.
My point , simply, is that this wellintentioned letter-petition damns Colby with its praise . Without question,
our college has its serious problems ,
but still , it is such a good place, so
bright and alive, why make it a
laughingstock in the eyes of intelligent
people around the country by seeking
(o publish (liis foolish and misguided
melange of rah-rah boostevism and ineffectual disputation? With students at
Brown creatively finding a way to
challenge the arms race by means of
their hi ghly publicized referendum to
Continued on paqe 24

Liddy was disturbing

To the Editor:
During the course of my preparation
for the Gordon Liddy interview I grew
deeply disturbed by the sense of pro portion this man posesses. The idea of
eating rats to cure onesel f of a fear of
rats may be a uniquely romantic notion , but the logic behind it is ext remely
vague; the act of burning ones arm
repeatedly to the point of serious injury is obviously the act of a disturbed man. Yet ,hese two acts serve only
to exemplify the offbea t sort of ideals
that Liddy harbors.
Even more disturbing was my observation of the reaction to Liddy 's
speech. Liddy manipulated his audience to the point where they would
react humorously to very serious notions. The primary motion that concerned me was Liddy 's advocation of
an escalation of the arms race.
Liddy believes that the Soviet Union
is prepared to launch a full scale attack
the moment our guard is clown. His
answer to this theory is the establish men t of defenses against incoming
warheads. In the interview . Liddy advocates the deployment of a system
that will intercept "in excess of 50 percent of nil incoming...missies and
dest roy them. " The fact that the remaining 50 percent would render the
United States inhabitual escapes him .
Liddy also advocates the deploymen t
of the 'star wars ' system. Unfortunately as promising as this new system
sounds, most scientists agree that it will
never be advanced enough to intercep t
all incoming warheads. That puts such
areas ns New York in great danger.
All this is not to mention t lit escalation of tensions , the great cost [reputed
to be S400 ,0(H) ,OflO,000 for 'star wars ')

Do you call yourselves reporters , or
parrots? Add some "what 's happening " to your "what happened" articles!! Stop being boring.
Deborah Brooks

Robinson's letter harms Colby
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or the possible breaking of the SALT
treaty . Yet there is another answer , one
that will cost less and ultimately be
safer. It involves some things that Liddy seerns to lack: understanding , trust ,
hope and compassion. It involves first
a freeze , second a reduction of
warheads and third an elimination of
the warheads altogether.
Colby for the Freeze is a group on
campus working to achieve the first
step in what is the greatest undertaking that has ever faced mankind . Colby for the Freeze does not harbor any
unrealistic thoughts about the task they
are facing, but they realize that it is a
task that affects everyone alive and involves everyone alive.This Saturday,
November 3, Colby for the Freeze will
hold a rally beginning at 11:00 a.m. in
front of Roberts. There will be a few
interesting speakers and 1 ,000 helium
balloons , one of which could be yours.
Come to this rally and demonstrate
your support for this movement.
Receive a balloon , sign your name on
the attached card and release it to carry
your su pport across the stale. Colby
for the Freeze urges every student on
this campus to attend , listen , and weigh
the alternatives . There are only two
choices.
S i n c e r e l y , Bill Baer_

Praise for
women
To the Editor:

As a resident of Cambridge ,
Massachusetts who has watched the
Head of lhe Charles Regatta on many
occasions , I was delighted to observe
the presence of a woman 's four
representing Colby College,
I had read in your pages about the
organiza ton of a rowing group at Colby but had not expected an entry in the
Head of the Charles so soon, The
women ',, four was expertly handled
and did well. It is obvious that a great
deal of planning and initiative has gone
into the development of a rowing program at Colby, and 1 am writing to
conginuulate those concerned, 1 beard
a number of favora ble comments from
spectators who seem io recognize that
this was n first time for Colby.
1 hope this is the beginning of a long
traditi on!

Sincerely,
Levin H. Campbell
Colbv Tni.stee

Faculty fail
attendance
to Liddy
To the Editor
I attended the G.Gordon Liddy lecture two weeks ago, and I was very
happy to have had the opportunity to
hear him speak. My one concern was
the lack of attendence by faculty and
administration.
In one way I can understand their
objections to having Liddy on campus,
but , in another way, I was very disappointed. In an educational institution
where students are urged to learn as
much as they can about an issue, I was
surprised that our own faculty and administration did not take advantage of
the opportunity to hear the man speak.
It is acceptable to disagree with someone s point of view, but, in my opinion, that judgement should not be
made until after you have heard their
argument.
Liddy was an original cast member
of the Watergate incident, which occurred when most students at this college were less than twelve years old .
Maybe our youth makes us naive about
what the man did, but at least our
minds have remained open. The people who attended the lecture gave
themselves the opportunity to hear an
unpopular view on Watergate, and ,
thus, are able to make a fair judgement. I thank our Cultural Life Committee for this opportunity.
I do not mean to say that no
members of the faculty and administration attended. I applaud the
few members who did attend . It must
have required a great deal of courage
to go against the pressure of their
peers.
Shir een S. Shahawy

You can
make a
difference
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? "WHEW ! THAT WAS CLOSE'

Reagan avoided envi ronmental decisions
by JOHAN WESTRA

The environment was, distressingly,
not an issue in the recent presidential
debate on domestic policy. Walter
Mondale mentioned the subject briefly. Meanwhile acid rain worsens, toxic
^

Eco Notes

___________________________________________

wastes continue to contaminate our
water supplies, and ineffective air
pollution standards go unchanged.
Mention Reagan and the environment,
and ugly images of James Watt,
former head of the Department of the

Interior , come to mind. In fact , Watt
did little except grab headlines. The
Reagan administration has, for the
most part, avoided making any significant environmental decisions. According to economics professor , Tom
Tietenberg, "Reagan has missed a
large opportunity'to make substantial
changes in environmental policies."
In the fall of 1980, 100 million acres
of land in Alaska were put under
federal control, doubling the size of the
national parks system. This capped a
dozen year stretch of vigorous environmental activity which included the
Clean Air Act of 1970, and the Clean
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efforts instead on budgetary reforms.
The budget manipulations and administrative reforms that have been
enacted are much weaker than laws
passed through Congress would be,
and can be easily overturned. Thus , a
report entitled, "Natural Resources
and the Environment: The Reagan Approach,"concluded that "the Reagan
administration 's performance in
natural resource policy has produced
few dramatic departures or lasting
changes."
Reagan's alienation from Congress
was exacerbated by the behavior of
Watt. Watt's directive to-his subordinates to "open wilderness areas" was
leaked to the press; strong opposition
Continued on page 24

To the Editor:
After a lengthy effort of raising
money for new uniforms, I was the student director of the Colby Marching
Band in the fall of '59 and '60. We performed formations at half—time,
played before, during and after games
and along with' co—ed cheerleaders
traveled to away games.

I'm getting old but let's not call it 30
years ago that we had PRIDE. I believe
the band stayed intact for several years
after that.
Too, there was a fraternity, KDP,
that I was president of during that excited time .
Wit h warm regards,
Ceylon
L. Barclay '63
_
_
%

To the Editor:
God,"He giveth 'to all life and
breath, and all things; and hath made
of one blood all nations of
men..."(Acts 17:25-26).
Deuteronomy 12:23 tells us: "The
blood is the life..."
"Whoso sheddeth man's blood , by
man shall his blood be shed: for in the
image of God madehe man,"(Genesis

9:6)
"At 17 days, the new life has
developed its own blood cells; the
pl acen t a is part of the new li fe an d not
of the mother. " This dt^ta has been
d ocumen ted an d repor ted in medica l
journals.

God against abortion

Is now serving
p izzas and sandwi ches

I

Water Act in 1972.
Reagan came to office promising to
place greater emphasis on producti on
and growth, and less on conservation
and protection of our resources. This
attitude was not totally unwarranted,
as 40 billion dollars a year were being
spent on compliance to environmental
standards, while visible environmental
improvements were modest at best.
A fine tuning of the Clean Air Act,
plagued by poor discharge standards
and inadequate monitoring of these
standards, was imperative. . But, no
changes were made when the act came
up for reauthorization in 1981. The administration decided early not to submit any major environmental legislation to Congress, concentrating their

Band pride in '59
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She got
it wrong
by DORISANN WEBER

When I talked with Maureen
Reagan, I asked her about Helen

Comme ntary

Caldicott *s statement concerning President Reagan and his ignorance over
our missiles and other weapons.
Ms. Reagan replied when her sister,
Patty , arranged the Reagan/Caldicott
meeting both had agreed to simply talk
and not involve the press. During their
discussion, Caldicott had her facts very
distorted. President Reagan couldn 't,
respond to such mistruths because
Caldicott was so set in her ways that
Reagan just kept quiet. Then right
after this meeting, Caldicott held a
press conference.
Ms. Reagan also said in defense of
her father 's foreign policy that during
the late 70s, the U.S.S.R. could destroy
80 percent of our land based missiles
with only 40 percen t of theirs . During
this time, other countries thought that
any kind of diplomacy with us was
futile because of the well known fact
of the Soviet superiority. In the last
three years, we have upgraded and updated our weapons. Now we are on
more equal terms with the Soviets and
have begun negotiations not only with
the Soviet Union but also with other
countries!
Ms. Reagan and I also discussed that
in the last couple of decades, the Soviet
Union has had six different Prime
Ministers. In the U.S.S.R., theaquisition of power is very different than our
presidential power set by the guidelines
of the Constitution. The Soviet leader
has to prove his capability and gain
respect among his peers to have any
power. It takes many years to gain this
control which is essential in order to
govern effectively, more years than
Andropov or Chernenko have had.
With such undeveloped leadership of
these Prime Ministers, any serious
negotiation is impossible.

see ms ™LJia
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Non— scientific view of nuclear war
non-scientific experience.
Some years ago, I stood at groundzero of a nuclear blast. I stood there
several years after the event, but I have
seen a photograph of the site just
before the blast. There was a steel
tower of conventional design, rather
like a TV transmission tower or a windmill tower. I estimate that it was a few
hundred feet in height, and it had a
"doghouse" on its top. The house may
have been about the size of a
Volkswagen Beetle. AH around the site
was a typical desert scene, with typical,
reasonably abundant , desert vegetation. The tower had four steel legs,
each of which was embedded in a
massive concrete pad. I was told that
this was the site of one of our early
atomic tests, and that the device involved was a fairly crude, not especially
powerful , one.
When I stood there, things had
changed. The concrete pads appeared
to be whole, but about as weathered
as a sidewalk might be after exposure
to heavy foot tra ffic and the elements
for fi fty years or so. On two of the
pads there was. an L-shaped mark in
the center. These were the only signs
that any metal had ever extended above
the concrete. On the third pad, one leg
of the L stood perhaps a half-inch
above the concrete. On the fourth ,
there was a spur , an irregular fi nger of
metal about three inches high , at the
angle of the L. Of the rest of the tower
and the "doghouse" there was no sign:

by THOMAS W. EASTON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
BIOLOGY
I have been asked for my reflections
on nuclear war. I suppose I was asked

Commentary

because I am a biologist. I will offer
some comments as a biologist, but first
I want to tell a tale stemming from my
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I wish that they all might stand
where I stood , sec what I saw , and
think the thoughts I was led to think.
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Frankly my memories of even that
small-scale test scare me. My imagination extrapolates readily to the immensely greater destruction now possible. My own life has furnished me with
few serious regrets, and I would like
to feel that my grandchildren and
great-grandchildren might have the
chance to develop a similarly satisfying life for themselves. I have no certainty that they will , or that those
hypothetical great-grandchildren will
have the chance even to be born. I do
not know that those who might
precipitate a nuclear war are aware of
what such devices can do, or that their
imaginations are sufficient to understand the consequences of using many
such devices. Indeed , I fear that they
don 't know , don 't understand , and
perhaps that they don 't want to know
or understand.
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But also there might be some who
moaned or screamed with pain from
burns and injuries, and others dazedly wandering among the dead, the dying, and the debris. These last would
be equally doomed, for they would be
so contaminated with radioactivity that
death would be inevitable, even should
anything still edible or drinkable remain among the shards of the city.
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- no scraps, no rusted and twisted bits,
no debris at all, - just absence. It had
all been vaporized and dissipated into
the air at the moment of the explosion.
*' For about"a half-mile all around me,
I could see no life: - no plants, no
animals, - not even insects. The earth
was gray, bare and barren. Here and
there, I could see dully shining bits and
particles, a sort of dirty glass, scattered
among the dust, dirt, and fragments of
rock. Further away, I could see some
plants, but they looked sparse, small,
and unhealthy in a radius of another
half-mile. .
I have no other experience of nuclear
bombs. As a scientist I know that a
more efficient modern version of that
device could turn about half of
Manhattan Island into a similar barren, lifeless zone. Jagged stumps of
skyscrapers , hotels , apartment
buildings and business blocks might
protrude a foot or so above the sterile
ground. The inhabitants of that zone
would be fortunate , for they would
have been vaporized along with their
homes and shops, sent aloft in an instant to float their constituent atoms in
the upper winds for a decade or more.
Beyond that central zone, there
would be rubble , and the inhabitants
might be found. Many would lie still ,
either killed ,by the enormity of the
blast itself , or by flying rubble. Arnong
them would lie some, charred beyond
recognition by the unimaginable heat.
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Just what is "computer literacy," anyway?
linguistic and mathematical studies of language have oeen both
spurred and aided by computer use. But it seems to me that
language'is a deficient metaphor for computers. One might as
well suggest the medium of print as a metaphor for thought.
We who are connected with an educational institution are up
against a problem. What should we do with , or about , computers? A business person can decide according to estimated
impact on the "bottom line." Teachers and students are presumed to be motivated by higher concerns and oriented toward more
distant objectives. We would like to think that we plan and act,
not merely react to circumstances. We have learned much by
pursuing computer literacy ~ whatever it may mean. If computer literacy is no longer a clear or fitting objective, what can
take its place? Do we need a clear objective, or are slightly blurry
ones better?
Most modern computers are "general purpose;" programs
fit them for one particular purpose or another. We can make
them operate on a variety of contrived languages. The design
of some machines makes them better for some purposes than
for others, but such differences are generally undramatic among
machines of comparable cost. The very versatility of computers
is the problem. Computer users may obtain various impressions
of the nature of the beast, like the blind men and the elephant.
A computer is more like a chameleon in electronic Ipgic.
I divide computer literacy advocates arbitraily into two camps.
One group believes that few people need to understand computers or computer science; proficiency in computer use suffices the majority. Computers are tools to be used when facilities
appropriate to the task at hand are available and familiar .'Productivity gains result from exposure of more people to new com-

by JOHN ALLEN
Advocates of computer literacy admit that multiple definitions of the phrase are valid. Computer literacy means whatever
you want it to mean. This property lends an Alice-inWonderland aura to some discussions about computers in education. Unless all participants in the discussion first define what
they regard as computer literacy.subsequent dialoque often pro-

Faculty View
vides only the illusion of communication. Attempts at definition elicit endless controversy, and most of us avoid such tedium.
Thus "computer literacy" has recently become almost as meaningless as "national security ," though its use seems to be
decreasing.
Computer literacy conjures up warm feelings in anyone having idealistic yearnings, including me. Universal literacy comes
bundled with democratic ideals and American dreams, even in
the age of television. Advertisers apparently regard computers
as essential to a child's success in school - and in later life. Computer literacy combines the appeal of both tradition and
technology. But analysis can be hard on feelings.
Literacy commonly means simply the ability to read and write.
Level of proficiency remains unspecified and is usually assumed to be minimal. Computer literacy implicitly assumes computers to be analogous to natural language. Computer jar gon
may sometimes seem like an alien language; some programming languages display obvious kinship with human languages;

puterized techniques relevant to their accustomed tasks. The
principles underlying the technology are no more relevant to
computer use than thermodynamics are to driving an
automobile. Students must gain experience using computer tools.
The other camp has elitist tendencies and engages occassionally in name-calling. (I admit part-time membership.) Its adherents
refer to the difference between training and education , particularly liberal education, and regard tutelage in computer skills
as training. For them , integration of'computers into the curriculu m at a place like Colby involves heavy doses of computer
science as a discipline. The technology is changing rapidly
enough so that skills learned several years ago are irrelevant now,
but the principles change slowly. A senior scientist at IBM wrote
in a recent book that computer science has not advanced
significantly in twenty years—a claim that depends obviously on
individual perspective and has been hotly contested. The point
is that knowledge of principles constitutes better proof against
obsolescence than technical proficiency .
Members of both camps camouflage their differences by jointly advocating computer literacy. I believe both groups will be
proved wrong, or at least misguided. A student who masters
SPSS or Lotus 1-2-3 now will have forgotten both, the skills,
and the process of learning them twenty years from now, even
if they helped land a first job . The few who take eagerly.to.computer science and become immersed in the discipline will never
become a majority. So what should Colby do with and about
¦, ¦ . computers?
Even if I had a formula , my peculiarly biased viewpoint
should render it suspect, but naturally I have some opinions.
We should eventually be less self-conscious; we will know that
computers are integrated into the curriculum when we take them
for granted. However, each of us faces twin hazards: facination with the technology can lure one to neglect more important concerns, or habits of preoccupation can cause a person
to ignore computers or find them distasteful, as if they resembled
inferior television programs.Computers are far less important
than a high standard of literacy. But present and potential uses
demand that a liberally educated person should know about
computers and communications. The National Security Agency uses computers to monitor virtually every non-print communication channel that crosses our borders. Many modern
health-care techniques depend on computers. Future applications will be implemented by specialists but should have been
decided upon by knowledgable generalists. This is a responsibility of the liberal arts graduate.
High schools teach "driver education" (which I would argue
is training), and most high-school "computer science" applies
similar techniques, though with far less care. We find it convenient to know how to use a car or a computer and I assume
that Colby will continue to provide some practical computer
training--! hope more efficiently than at present. Computer
science suffers from its novelty, from its name-linked assocation with a product , and from a national scarcity of qualified
teachers, but the only question seems to be how much computer
science instruction Colby should offer. Beyond that, the most
promising and exciting role for computers is in providing new
ways of learning. Computer professionals and educators are slow
innovators, and early experiments with computer-assisted instruction proved disappointing at best. Placing the technology
under the hands of computer-literate teachers and students seems
to be producing some useful! adjuncts to traditional learning.
Better understanding of computers themselves seems a likely
by-product.
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Responses
thought
out poorly
by M. RUPERT CUTLER
Executive Director, the
Environmental Fund,
Washington, DC

Inadequate responses by both
presidential candidates to questions
concerning their positions on illegal im-

Commentary

Celebration dismays Grenada student
To the Editor:
As one of the medical students in
Grenada at this time last year, I am
deeply concerned about the so—called
"Student Liberation Days" being
organized on college campuses by
right—wing groups, purportedly to
celebrate the United States invasion of
Grenada.
Whether my life and those of my
fellow medical students were endangered by the coup that overthrew

Maurice Bishop is very much open to
question. It is clear, however, that our
"liberation " by the Reagan Administration came at a terrible cost:
dozens of young American, Cuban and
Grenadian lives.
That is a fact that the people
organizing "Student Liberation Day"
may not want you to know. Nor may
they want you to know the course
they'd like to see our nation follow in
other parts of Latin America, namely

such places as Nicaragua, El Salvador
and Honduras .
If American troops are sent to those
countries as some would like , they
won't be facing a few hundred glorified
policemen and Cuban constuction
workers as they did in Grenada. They
won 't be fighting on a sunny tropical
island , as they did in Grenada.
If American troops are sent to Central America, it's more likely they will
fight thousands of well-trained soldiers

and guerillas willing to give everything
to defend their homelands and their
ideals.
As in Vietnam, American soldiers
will face the uncertainty of whether the
peasants in the village before them are
friend or foe. They will battle again in
scorching heat, dense and hilly terrain
and unfamiliar territory.
Polls show that most students, as
Continued on page 24
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migration during their October 21
debate left many thoughtful Americans
disturbed by both men's imcomplete
understanding of this critical issue, so
intimately tied to the future quality of
life in America.
For example, Mr. Mondale , while
claiming to support immigration
reform , said he opposes the heart of
the Simpson-Mazzoli bill , employer
sanctions , and stands firm against a
"citizenship card ," a feature which
does not exist in the bill. Moreover , he
failed to demonstrate an understanding
of how uncontrolled immigration
dramatically increases U.S. population
growth and attendant environmental
and economic problems.
According to projections by The Environmental Fund , the population of
the developing countries will grow
from2.3 billion in 1980 to 3.59 billion
by the year 2000, leading to pressures
for both legaLand illegal immigration
to the U.S. Immigration already accounts for nearly 50 percent of the U.S.
population growth, and our growth
rate currently is the highest of any
developed nation.
President Reagan's remarks concerning immigration reform were encouraging. The President appears to
understand the need for employer
sanctions and a ban on hiring illegal
aliens to deter illegal immigration to
Continued on page 24
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• Beyond War —"
solete is accepted, these ideas must be
diffused into society, " Richeson
believes. This belief divides the population into 5 categories. There are the innovators who produce ideas, early
adopters who take up ideas quickly and
become the leaders of society, the early majority that depends on the leaders
and then adopts ideas, the late majority
that waits for evidence but then adopts

•Gren ada

Continued from page 22

well as the majority of Americans ,
want peace in Central America through
political and diplomatic means , not
more bloodshed through clumsy and
misguided American intervention. If
the organizers of "Student Liberation
Day" mean to suggest through their
mindless celebration of the invasion of
Grenada that students support military
adventures on behal f of unpopular and
repressi ve dictators in Central
America, I suggest they ask students
first.
Instead of celebrating the liberation
of students , their actions only encourage the decimation of students.
The publicity from their rallies, if not

ideas, and lastly, the laggers who never
adopt new ideas. He feels that the
teachings of this establishment are
targeted at the early adopters since they
are in the best position to comrminciate
the ideas to the most productive
groups. Richeson stresses that this
demonstrates the need for a symbiotic
relationship. Beyond War claims that
as long as these ideals are held by 5 per-

cent of the people, then they will be
embedded in the population, and if
they reach 20 percent of the people, the
ideals have enough momentum to
render themselves unstoppable.
Richeson's concluding message is that
"the strength of peace lies in exercising these principles, and building
agreements on terms reached through
dialogue and involvement. "

countered immediately, encourages the
worst tendencies of our government to
believe it will be politically acceptable
to send us off to war.
They should recognize , as El
Salvador president Jose Napolean
Duarte has , that hundreds of years of
poverty, exploitation and despair are
at the roots of the conflict in Central
America , not the struggle with foreign
ideologies. They should recognize, as
most students do , that it only hurts the
prospects for peace when our government supports those who have the most
to gain by continued bloodshed: the
contras in Nicaragua and the
government—tolerated death squads in

El Salvador and elsewhere.
There still is time to act before our
government sends us on a hopeless mission in Central America. Regardless of
the foolishness of these right—wing
"Student Liberation Days," let us ensure that our country not repeat the
mistakes of the past by getting involved in an endless war on the wrong side
of the battle.
Sincerely,
Morty Weissfelner
St. George's University School of
Medicine. Class of 1987

American
terrorism
by DAVID SIMPSON .

From the same administration that brought us prayer in
school:
"Cut all outside lines of communication. " "Destroy the
military or police installation and remove survivors to a
public place" where the terrorists "shame, ridicule -and

Commentary

humiliate" them , "shouting slogans and jeers ." "Should
it be necessary... to fire on a citizen who was trying to leave
the town... explain that if the citizen had managed to escape,
he would have alerted the enemy" and the enemy "would
carry out acts of reprisal such as rapes, pillage, destruction ,
captures etc." __
Sounds like something only the "Evil Empire" would do
- perhaps in Afganistan. But it' s not - it is our tax dollars
at work in Nicaragua. The preceding are quotes from a .CIA
primer on how to successfully carry out terrorist activities.
The primer (originally produced in Spanish) has been
distributed to the Nicaraguan contras.
We had been told that our present administration was
sending millions in military aid to the region. That was a
bitter pill to swallow. Now , as many have long suspected,
it leaks out that along with the guns, we have been educating
the Contras in terrorism. We have been promoting and funding terrorism!
Twice in the past year, a bill has been introduced in the
Senate to forbid use of aid money to Nicaragua for terrorism
or terrorist related activities. Twice the Republican controlled Senate has defeated the bill. What is wrong? Why can 't
Congress agree that the use of terrorism is unacceptable?
I don't think most Americans have trouble reaching that
conclusion.
Senator Claiborne Pell from Rhode Island summed this
contradiction up well when he said,"The administration has
launched an aggressive anti-terrorism campaign and yet we
seem to be engaged in the very same terrorist activities we
deplore elsewhere."
Justifications for all this *? According to the CIA's primer,
they are "God, homeland , and democracy." That sounds
familiar - from the Republican re-election campaign maybe?
And speaking of which, in the second presidential debate
Reagan lied to us. He said the manuals had been sent to
Washington for editing, where the offensive material was
removed. However, some 12 manuals mysteriously escaped
editing and found their way to Nicaragua.
No such editing took place. The CIA itself said the only
significant editing done was by the rebels, who tore a couple pages out of a few of the 2000 manuals in their
possession.
Now Reagan says he "misspoke" in the debate. What
he meant to say was that 12 manuals were edited , not that
12 manuals somehow escaped the editing. That is still factually wrong (not that that should bother Reagan). The
significant fact is that Reagan was able to tell millions of
viewers that some fumbling of books had unfortunately
allowed 12 unedited copies of the primer, to fall into the
Centra 's hands. For Reagan it was far easier to explain his
"misstatement" to the press the next day than to tell us the
truth on national TV.
The truth is, CIA officials knew the Contras had been
using the unedited primers for almost a year and no attempt
to withdraw or revise them was made. '
Events like this make a mockery of America 's dedication
to fight terrorism and to support human rights. Let's not
give the present administration the opportunity to continue
such policies ,

•Reagan on envi ronment
Continued from page 20

from environmental groups and Congress ensued . In November of 1981 , a
six-month moratorium on mineral leasing in these areas was imposed. Under
pressure, Watt announced that no
mineral permits in wilderness areas
would be issued through 1983. This
case is indicative of the general standstill in the area of natural resources.
Reagan-has had a greater impact in
the area of pollution control and
regulation. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) needed a greater
staff for research and data collection

to fine-tune cumbersome air and water
standards. Instead, Reagan, according
to Professor Tietenburg, "acted with
a machete, rather than a sharp
scalpel." The EPA budget was reduced by 44 percent and the number of
employees by a third. The top post at
the EPA was left vacant for three
months before Reagan appointed Anne
Buford , a lawyer from Colorado with
no Washington experience. Senior
employees at the EPA were alienated ,
funds were misallocated, and Buford
was held in contempt of Congress for

•Responses inadequate

Continued from page 22

the U.S.
However, Mr. Reagan is sadly
mistaken when he says the world
population explosion has been "vastly exaggerated. " Adding another
billion people to the population of the
developing countries by the turn of the
century is not an exaggeration, but a
sobering reality which becomes more
apparent with each passing day.
The president's naive reference to
"some pretty scientific and solid
figures about how much space there
still is in the world and how many more
people we can have" reflected his lack
of appreciation of the fact that
resource depletion and environmental
degredation stemming from rapid
population growth will undermine the
earth's carrying capacity and adversely
affect the quality of life long before
___ .___ .__ -____¦ —-

reproductive humans fill up the earth s
landmass.
President Reagan 's reference to illegal immigration to the U.S. as a
necessary safety-valve on Mexico's
population growth showed his
awareness of the real world, in contrast
to his previous assertion that there is
plenty of space left on eath for an increasing population. He correctly cited
Mexico—which has plenty of open
space—as unable to provide enough
new jobs because of its increasing
population.
Both candidates scored poorly on
this issue, Mr. Mondale because of his
opposition to employer sanctions and
Mr. Reagan because of his complacency with regard to global population
growth.

withholding documents. By early in
f983, Buford and most of the other top
officials at the EPA had resigned or
been fired.
James Clark, appointed head of the
Department of the Interior , has been
much less colorful than Watt. William
Reckelshaus, new administrator of the
EPA, has restored confidence and
credibility to that organization.
Still, environmental policy changes
are few and far between, as Reagan
declines to involve Congress. The
nearness of the election makes substantial change even more unlikely. At election time, we should be examining not
only Reagan's economic policies but
his callous indifference to the condition of the environment as well. Our
physical and mental health is no less
important than the condition of our
checkbooks.

•Letter

Continued from page 19
stock cyanide in the health center, and
with Yale undergraduates showing
their solidarity vyith striking technical
workers by refusing to cross picket
lines in front of the classroom , need
Colby smear egg on its face by publicly "protesting " an issue of such
pathetically miniscule significance?
David Lubin
Assistant Professor
Art & American Studies
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The men 's soccer Mules played UMO to a 0-0 tie in the rain
SEEDING:

^

1. PLYMOUTH STATE COLLEGE
2. COLBY COLLEGE
3. BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY

SECOND ROUND: WINNER PLAYS AT
PLYMOUTH STATE (8-6-1)
SUNDAY 1:00 P.M.
NOVEMBER 5, 1984
SECOND ANNUAL ECAC DIVISION III
WOMEN'S SOCCER TOURNAMENT

I

FIRST ROUND: BRANDEIS (8-6-1) \s. COLBY _
(6-4-2)
, AT COLBY 2:00 P.M. FRIDAY
NOVEMBER 3, 1984
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John & Peter - Spa
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• social justice - equal opportunity
of tax $$
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• efficient government
S protection of the environment
& natural resources
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Women s soccer ends with three tough ones
by CHRIS WATT
The Colby women's soccer team
ended the regular season with three
games in the past two weeks. With contests against Bowdoin, Plymouth State,
and New Hampshire College, the
Mules were looking ahead to their
toughest games of the season .All three
schools were ranked ahead of Colby in
the New England rankings. It looked

like it was going to be a tough two
weeks.
On the Wednesday before midsemester break, the women booters
took on intra-state rival Bowdoin College. Although the result was a 2-0 loss,
. the score did not really reflect what actually went on during " the game.
Neither team really- dominated the
game, although Colby did outshoot
Bowdoin 16 to 12. Colby had several

good opportunities to score, but it -was
Bowdoin who managed to capitalize.
With one goal early in the first half and
another tally midway through the second stanza, the Polar Bears were able
to hold off the stubborn Mules.
Next for the Mules came Plymouth
State College. Plymouth was to be a
tough test for Colby, since they had
been ranked in the top five in New
England consistently throughout the
season. Colby played well in the beginning of the game and battled to a
scoreless tie in the first half. The second half proved to be all Plymouth
State, though . With 2 goals in the first
20 minutes of the second stanza,
Plymouth was in the driver 's seat. Colby equaled their opponents shot total
(13), but they just weren't able to put
the ball in the net. The visitors added
another score with about ten minutes
left in the game to seal the victory. The
game was supposed to have been
crucial for the Mules. A loss could be
a serious blow to the women booters'
chances of qualifying for post season
play. With only one game left in the
regular season against division II New
Hampshire College, the outlook was

Aube 's Picks

LAX ra ffle held
The Colby Lacrosse team is back in
action. They have organized their second annual Raffle to help raise money
for a spring trip to Florida. Tickets will
be on sale this Saturday at the football
game, and the drawing will be announced at halftime.
Last spring, the team was able to
raise $800 by raffling off prizes
donated from businesses downtown
The trip was very successful and .a
tremendous help to the Mules' season.
At one point , they were ranked as high
as 7th in New England and finished
with a winning season.
The team is getting an early start this

__
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Sc ience

(Majors /Minors )

by BOB AUBE
As the college football season moves
into November, many of the nation 's
top teams are trying to move into position for Bowl bids. Among the independents, Boston College, West
Virginia and Miami [Fla.] can just
about' lock up invitations to New
Year's Day Bowl games with victories
Saturday. Meanwhile , important
match-ups in the SEC between Auburn
and Florida , in the Big Ten between
Iowa and Wisconsin , and in the Big
Eight between Oklahoma and Missouri
will go a long way toward deciding the
champions of those conferences.
Season 's record: 64-31; Against the
spread 4643. [3] Nebraska at Iowa St.:
The Cyclones have taken great strides
of improvement the last two weeks.
First , they nearly shocked Oklahoma ,
and then they tied Missouri. Now they
face their third big challenge in a row,
against a Nebraska team who tuned up
for them with a 62-14 thrashing of

year and hopes to raise $1000 before
January/There are over 30 prizes in all,
ranging from $10 on up. The contributors include: Peter Weber Sports,
Josephs, You Know Whose Pub,
Isaac's, Norm 's, Waterville Drivethrough , Atkins Photo , Good News
Natural Food , Levine's, Stern 's, The
Blue Macaw, Silver Street Tavern, The
Courthouse , Flo 's Greenhouse ,
DeOrsey's, Al Corey Music Center ,
and Telford Aviation.
After their performance last year ,
losing one senior, and gaining 3 juniors
who were abroad and an abundance, of
freshman talent , the spring trip will
boost team unity and enthusiasm and
hopefully lead the Mules to their
strongest season ever .

a unique
opportun ity
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One of the big concerns for head
coach Terry Parlin was New Hampshire's Heidi Schubert . Schubert had
scored 39 goals in 16 games, an incredible average of 2.4 goals per game.
Parlin countered defensively with

Kansas St. No upset this time...
Nebraska 28—Iowa St. 13.
[9] Boston College at Penn. St.:
Doug Flutie needs only 139 yards in
total offense to break Jim McMahon's
all-time NCAA record. The way he's
been throwing the ball, he'll probably
get that in the first half. The Nittany
Lions, losers of three of their last five
games, need a win to stay in contention for a.bowl bid... Boston College
27—Penn. St. 20.
[11] Auburn at [13] Florida: With
Georgia and LSU both undefea ted in
SEC play as well as these two teams,
neither the War Eagles or the. Gators
can hardly a fford a conference setback. Auburn has gotten by without
Bo Jackson so far/but his loss will
finally catch up with them in this one...
Upset special: Florida 28—Auburn 24.

"It was our best game of the
season," stated ahTelated Parlin after
the game. He cited Galvin as well as
co-captain Lesley Melcher for their fine
performances. Assistant coach John
Osbourne also praised Malloy, who
was outstanding in goal. This strong
showing moved Colby into a very good
position, as the Mules gained a spot in
the ECAC tournament. They will play
at 1:00 Friday against Brandeis, and if
the women win, they'll play Sunday at
Plymouth State for the ECAC Division
III title.
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Air Force at Army : With a 'decision
over Navy already under their belts, the
Air Force can clinch the Armed Forces
championship Saturday. The Cadets
won 't be able to stop the Falcons running attack... Air Force 24—Army 21.

Evening hours
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defense won't let it happen again to the
Sooners... Oklahoma 27—Missouri 23.
Virginia at [12] West Virginia: Now
that West Virginia is finally starting to
get some recognition, Virginia has a
chance to prove that the,y, too, are one
of the country 's better teams. Mountaineer AllTAmerican kicker Paul
Woodside could be the difference:..
West Virginia 20—Virginia 17.

Wisconsin at [17] Iowa: Thanks to
Wisconsin 's upset win over Ohio St.,
Iowa is in the driver 's seat in the Big
Ten. The Badgers may be the last team
who can stop Iowa from going to the
Rose Bowl... Iowa 24—Wiconsin 17.
Michigan at Purdue: The Wolverines
and Boilmakers are currently tied for
second place in the Big Ten along with
Ohio St. Michigan stayed alive in the
race with an important win over Illinois
Misssouri at [10] Oklahoma: If the last week. Now it is a must win situateams.., Purdue
Cooners don 't win here, Nebraska will tion for both '
"
21—
Michigan
20.
win the Big Eight by default. Both
these teams were surprised last SaturAlabama at Mississippi St.: Both
day, and chances are the Oklahoma teams are- still looking for their first
SEC win of the year, and it may be the
last chance for the Crimson Tide.
However, team morale is probably at
its lowest point in decades, and that
does not bode well for Alabama ,..
Mississippi St. 23—Alabama St. 21y

101 Water St., Waterville , 873-2122
Convenient
. Reasonably pr iced

For you and the world itself. /\s a Peace Corps voluntecr , you can put your degree to work at a chall enging,
demanding and unique opportunity. You'll be meeting
new people , learning a now language , ex periencing a
new culture and gaining a whole new outloo k. And
while your building your future , you 'll hel p people in
develo ping countries in such areas as bette r sci ence
education , health care, fresh water fisheries extension
projects , or natural resources and agricultural projects ,
all of which are critical for meeting their econom ic
development needs. The financial rewards may not be
grcat ,butas a Peace Corpsvoluntccr , thcopportunit y
for growth is certain.

,.eedy back Patrice palvin. Galvin
played a superb game* beating
Schubert to the ball all day. The "invincible" Colby defense, a.k.a. the
'T'-team, also played extremely well,
handing New Hampshire its first
shutout of the season. The offense also
played well. While they weren't able to
score, they passed very well and kept
the ball away from their speedy opponents for much of the . game.
Although the game ended in a scoreless tie, it was obviously a big upset for
the Whi te Mules.

Miamij B. C. go for bowls

Leslie Melcher eyeballs the situation.

by TOM CLAYTOR

pretty dismal.
New Hampshire College was the
toughest opponent of the season for
Colby. They had been the top ranked
team in New England in the division
II and III category. They were also
ranked 7th in the open division, which
includes division I powerhouses Brown
University and the University of Connecticut. Nevy Hampshire was also
looking to qualify for the national
NCAA tournament , which consists of
the top 14 teams in the nation from all
three divisions. With a 16-0 record ,
they were well on their way to a tournament berth. Colby seemed a little out
of their league. Another dark spot for
the Mules was that starting goalkeeper
Molly Couch was out with a concussion. Kelly Malloy, who hadn 't seen
much action during the season, was her
replacement. It was quite a game to be
having her first start of the season in.
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Alcorn St. at Mississippi Valley St.:
Mississippi Valley St.[5th in I-AA] is
averaging 64 points and 620 yards total
offense per game. QB Willie Totten
threw eight touchdown passes last week
f or a season t otal of 43, one more t han
the previous record hold by Neil Lornax. Five of those passes went to Jerry
Rice, the nation's t op receiver , who
now has 86 recepti ons for the season,
21 for touchdowns. Alcorn St. [4th in
I-AA], on the other hand, Is averaging only 43 points per game. It shapes
u p as one of the year 's most exciting
con tests... Mississippi Valley St.
49-r-Alcorn St. 45.
Other games: [7] Georgia
23—Memphis St. 20; [4] Florida St.
27-Arizona St. 20; [15] LSU
23—Mississi ppi 17; [18] USC
24—Stanford 17; [20] TCU
30—Houston 20; UCLA 24-Oregon
21 ; Maryland 27—Nonh Carolina 20;
Kansas 24—Colorado 20; Syracuse
21—Pi ttsburgh 16; New Hampshire
17—Rhode Island 16.

• Mules take on winless Tufts
Bowdoin next Saturday in hopes of
clinching the CBB. Colby hosts a
winless Tufts team.

attack .
Coach Chris Raymond looks at the
game, and he can 't fault his offense or
his defense for the loss.
"What can I say?," he said. "I was
-very encouraged with our offense-with
the way we moved the ball. Kispert was
really something. He just showed all
kinds of poise out there.
"And our defense? We sacked Garrison for 69 -yards in total losses. Wh.at
can you ask of them?"
According to Raymond , the game
was lost on mistakes. "We had the
fumble and the return for a TD", and
that was the difference. I thought we
had a better football . team than they
did. I mean,. Bates is big and strong
and mean and nasty, but I thought we
were better-for what that's worth."
Bates, now 3-3 on the year, meets

For their-performances in Colby's
37-36 victory at Middlebury two weeks
ago, l)oth HB Mike Marra and QB
Chip Kispert were, honored.
Marra received the Gold Helmet
award after scoring four touchdowns,
catching three passes for 80 yards ,
making three returns for 78 yards, and
punting four times for a 39-yard
average. Marra was the first Colby
recipient of the award in four years.
After completing 14 of 24 passes for
245 yards, Kispert was named ECAC
Rookie of the week.

Despite the Mules' 1-5 record , 1984
is provinj to be a year of offensive
records attolby. Four Colby marks
fell in the Middlebury game alone:
Kispert's 245 passing yards tied the
single-game record set in 1972 by Brian
Comb. (His 252 yards against Bates
this week broke the mark.) Also, his
three TD passes tied a Mule record set
in 1965.
Marra 's four TD's and 24 points
smashed the old Colby record set in
1962.
And if you think "that 's impressive,
consider that the freshman Kispert ,
who has started only five games, is just
120 yards and 22 completions away
from Bill Loveday's alltime Mule
records, and 400 yards shy of the single
season total offense mark.

Women on a run

Colby drop ped horrt ecomina to Bates, 31-21.

The Colby Women's Ruggers captured
their first and second victories of the
fall season with back to back wins over
two Bates College squads. .
Under the tutelage of first year
coaches, Jimbo Steelman and Government Professor Jeremy Lewis, the
women ruggers A-Team dominated
with a 4-0 win, while the women's BTeam crushed the poorly coached
Bates team 8 to 0.'With her now infamous liehteninfe soeed. A-Teamer
._.
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Marin Nelson gained much of Colby's
yardage paving the way for club president, Cici Bevin, to score the women's
first try (score) of the season.
Rookie Scrum Half Laurie Meehan
led the outstanding B-Team to their
win aided by two spectacular 50 yard
runs by Dana Eaton and Megan Davis.
The B's forwards provided the much
needed support and awesome hitting
ability needed to overcome Bates'
home team advantage.
.

The Women 's Cross Country Team
has continued its run on success this
season with a second place finish in the
Maine State Cross Country meet. The
3.0 mile race was hosted by Bowdoin
College at the Brunswick Golf Course.
It was the second time this year that
the Colby team had run in Brunswick.
In the first meet of the season, the
Bowdoin Invitational , Colby finished
a disappointing 3rd, behind UMO and
Bowdoin. At the State meet things were
to be different.
Without the team's 2nd place run;
ner, Deb Lindbert, who missed the race
due to strep throat, the Colby women
knew they would have an extremely
close race for second with Bates. (Division 1 UMO would finish first with an
unreachable 17 points.) Thanks to the
strong efforts turned in by, the entire
team, Colby, edged Bates by three
points and placed 2nd. Colby 69, Bates
72, Bowdoin 111, USM 115.
This was a race where every finisher

made a difference. Jeanne Guild , making the All-State Team finished fifth
over-all, with an exceptional time of
18:04. Sarah Redfield and Lori Boyd
finished 19th and 20th respectively
(19:29, 19:33). Linda Roberts placed
23rd and Ingrid Ekstrom, having her
best race ever, finished 5th for the team
in 27th place (20:29). The 6th and 7 th
place finishers, Gretchen Miller and
Kris Giblin, finished directly behind Ingrid, and in front of Bates' 5th runner.
Without those two and one Bowdoin
runner, Bates would have tied Colby,
repeating the results at the CBB Championship where they tied for 1st.
"It was a team effort in all respects.
With outstanding performances from
several runners," comments Coach
Price.
''With the National Qualifying meet
next week we hope to improve our
standings as a team from the NESCAC
meet of two weeks ago."

FOOD FOR
ARTHRITIS
Are you eating anything special to help your arthritis?
Special health foods are expensive — and a waste of
money if you think they will
help arthritis. No special food
causes arthritis and no special diet will cure it. Find out
what the experts say about
nutrition and arthritis. Send
for a f ree co py of "The Truth
About Diet and Arthritis " .

FOR MORE
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Busch , Nat. Light
or Pabst
$7.39
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Mules win one, lose one to Bates
by PAUL MOONEY
Bates took command of the race for
the CBB crown on Saturday with a
31-21 victory over the Mules on a cold
and drizzling Colby homecoming afternoon at Seaverns Field. An 89 yard
kick-off return by Bobcat split end
Cliff Hicks following a Colby
touchdown with 2:12 left in the third
quarter proved to be the decisive blow
as the Mules could manage to come
within no fewer than three points the
rest of the way .
In addition to providing the winning TD, Hicks had nine receptions for
154 of Bates QB Ron Garrison 's 221
yards passing. Tailback John Boyle
added 154 yards on 28 rushes as the
Bobcat offense racked up 347 total
yards in the afternoon.
The Colby offense proved to be potent once again as well . QB Chip
Kispert completed 18 of 28 for 252
yards and a TD, and halfback Mike
Maira caught six passes for 98 yards.

Fullback Frank Kelley led the Mule
rushing attacWwith 73 yards on 18
carries.
Both teams were frustrated in the
first half. Colby's first drive of the
game stalled at Bates 1 when LB Dan
Perry recovered a fourth down Mule
fumble. Bates responded by returning
98 yards to the Colby 1, but a Garrison
keeper for an apparent TD was erased
by a penalty, and the Bobcats had to
settle for a 27-yard field goal.
The Mules went up 7-3 at the half
after a 71 yard drive ending , in a
10-yard pass to Marra , and a Bates attempt to pull within one at the end of
the end of the second quarter failed
when a 33-yard field goal drifted wide
to the left .
Bates marched for the go-ahead
score in the third quarter. Hicks set up
a one-yard Boyle run around right end
with 27-yard reception to the Colby 2,
and the PAT gave the Bobcats a 10-7
lead.

The Mules suffered a crucial setback
minutes later when they fumbled ori
their own 3. After a series of penalties;
Boyle finally swept in over right end ,
and the Bobcats led 17-7.
The Mules struck back on the ensuing drive with a finely engineered passing attack that brought them to the
Bates goal line. Consecutive Kispert
completions to Marra of 30, 25, and
15 yards, and a nine-yard pass to
Kelley set up a one yard Marra TD
*
plunge.
It took Bates less than 30 seconds to
respond. Hicks deflated Colby' comeback hopes with his 79-yard return
that put the Bobcats up for good ,
24-14.
The Mules fought back , driving 60
yards on six plays, including a 36-yard
bomb from Kispert to Jamie
Arsenault , and scored on a five-yard
Kispert run. But that was as close as
they could get, as they squandered two
consecutive opportunities to mount an
Continued on page 27

f rom the bleachers

Sunday at the Charles
by TIM BONANG
The Head of the Charles? Sure. Bet you 'd love to
go. Sunday, huh. Yeah, super ! Never been before.
You 're in for a great time.
Sunday. You get in your car. Drive, drive , dRive ,
drivE , drive , drive. Right just beyond Quincy
Market. Look out for the Bay States passing on your
right. Toll booth. Another quick right. Through a
myriad of sidestreets. Left , right , another right , left .
Pull in beside this warehouse. Park it right there.,
Yeah between the dumpster and the dumpster. Get
everything out of the trunk. Big cooler. Little cooler,
Basket and bag. Let 's go.
Walk. WaLk , WalK , waLK. Behind WBZ. (Group
W - Westinghouse) Infront of Harvard Stadium. (Ah
(hose Crimson. Joe Restic ,y ou 're a nut.) Dodge cars
'
and cross the street, Walk. "
People. People , people; people, people, • You
wonder , if L.L. Beans opened a drive-through store
on Mass. Ave? Where's the Colby banner? Well , this
is the finish line, Drop your things here for awhile.
Now to the real action. Sure , you 'd l ove some
Pringles , an d a beer. A piece of Kentucky Fried
Grease and a beer. A Triscuit and a beer. A grape
and a beer. Some brie cheese and a Bloody Mary,
A beer and a Bloody Mary. A beer and...
Anyone who has been to a head of tlie Charles
Regatta can relate to tin's little scenario I' ve
developed. Of course you might have followed different directions to get into Boston (and chances arc
you got back-ended on Route 1), but you all ended
up somwhere along the banks of the mighty Charles.
Having made my first trip to this Great New
England Sporting event , I have a few observations:
(1) Anytime you get 70,000 people together consum ing mass quantities of alcohol a couple of them
are going to have to go to the bathroom. The firs t
t hing Isaw 'when I got there was a line of 105 people. 1 thought ,geez, I'm never going to get a beecr,
Boy was I wrong. The line wasn 't for consumption ,

but rather liquid emission. All these people were
waiting for their turn in the "Comfort Castle. " I
think the people who run the "Head" can do better
than that. I mean , what 's so comfortable about sitting in a plastic closet while a gaggle of unrelieved
such-and-suches breath heavily outside your door.
I think a more appropriate name would be "Dungeon
of Discomfort. "
(2) The next thing that really struck me was that
you can 't just eat a sandwich or two, and quaff a
case or so. It was as if most of those people-had the
back ends of their car catered by Anthony 's Pier 4.
My cold chicken suddenly made mc feel a little inferior to the guy next to my group who was roasting
a duck in some kind of orange juice . He also had
seven different kinds of champagne to choose from.
Next time I get the Galloping Gourmet.
(3) Now I' m going to let those of you who have
never been to the Head in on a little secret. No one
watches the races, people do sec boats go by, sure,
but unless you have memorized faces of all contestants and know the exact starting times of all the
races and have a helicopter ,y ou can't WATCH the
race. I mean crew is a really tough sport, It is incredibly physically draining and requires the utmost
intestinal fortitude. But don 't buy a bridge from
anyone who says that it 's a great spectator sport.
There are no scoreboards. You can 't get play-by-play
anywhere. Could you imagine Johnny Most calling
a crew race? (Raspy) "I just can 't believe this. This
silly, silly degenerate Texas boat lias deliberately
rammed the shell of tlie hometown Harvard Crimson. And would you believe they broke all Harvard' s
oars? Jake O'Connell refuses to make a call. But this
gutsy-gutsy Crimson crew refuses lo be daunted ,
they 're paddling with their hands. And they nip the
Longhorns at the wire. "
Knowing all this you arc probably asking
yourse!f,"Why do college kids flock to it?" Simple.
To be a part of the world's longest tv/ln-snake shaped
keg party.

The Mules surrounded Bates QB Ron Garrison all day.

Rowing Club goes
to the Head

Over mid-semester break , the Colby Rowing Club made a splash at the
Head of the Charles regatta, finishing
32nd in the Womens' Championship
Fours division.
The Head of the Charles ,
acknowledged to be the largest and one
of the rowing world's most prestigious
regattas, was held in Boston October
21. An estimated 75,000 spectators
were in attendance, not to mention
3200 men and women rowers from the
U.S., Canada, and the U.K.
Students turned out to cheer the Colby boat through the three mile coursed
Boat members Hilary Breed , Holly
Harris, Julia Farwell, Sarah Doherty,
and coxswain Mary Shepherd were encouraged by the thunderous chants of
'Col-by, Col-by! "while competing in
the field of 40 intermediate and experienced crews. Sculler Nancy Steck
meanwhile finished second in her
Women's Club Singles division.
This last weekend , the club drov e
south again for two races. The U-Mass
crew welcomed the addition of Colby
rowers to their 45th annual alumni
races.
. Thanks to the collaboration of Colby coach Jim Clair and the ,U-Mass
coach Dave "Cook" Kumlin , the day
was spent in casual head-to-head racing on the Connecticut river in Hadley,
Massachusetts. Having never rowed
"eights" before, the Colby boats were
shaky but made a good show. Despite
several painful set-backs and a strong
finish by both U-Mass crews, the Col-

by women's eight managed to win their
race by a few seconds. The Colby
men 's boat was bested by the two UMas's crews, while the novice eight
finished second of three in their race.

Thanks to the overwh'e lming
hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Purcell , the rowers were, well-fed and
rested for Sunday's Head of the Snake.
Golby sent two men 's and one
women's "fours" to the event which
was held on Lack Qunisigamond in
Worcester. Crews from Clark, WPI,
Holy Cross, Assumption College,
Worcester State, URI , and Lowell were
also partici pating. Nancy Steck arrived in time from the Schuykill Regatta
in Philadelphia to row as the only
woman against eight men in her race,
and finished in fifth place. The men's
"A" boat, consisting of Jeff O'Brien ,
Art Nagle, George Brownell, Kim
Rogers, and coxswain Mary Shepherd ,
finished the winding 2.5 mile course in
sixth place with a time of 15:10.16. The
Colby men's "B" boat comprised of
Phil Purcell , John Donnelly, Randy
Catlin, Tad Allyn, and Julie Tarara as
coxswain, finished tenth in 15:54
minutes . The women's "four " with
Lucy Lehnon as coxswain, finished
fourth in their race, ahead of Lowell
and Worcester State.
This weekend , the, Rowing Club is
looking forward to what has been
dubbed "The Head of the Great
Pond" and will mark the end of their
fall season.

